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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Brief description of what is being proposed 

Laser interferometer gravity wave receivers have been under develop
ment in a number of laboratories since 1971 1 Now. after 14 years of proto
type development and experimentation. the time has come to proceed with 
the final design and construction of a Laser-Interferometer Gravity-Wave 
Observatory ("UGO") to house full-scale receivers with sensitivities in the 
range of anticipated astrophysical gravity wave signals. The timeliness of 
such facility development is driven by the present sensitivity of the labora
tory prototypes. their rapid rate of improvement. and the extensive past 
and present studies of the feasibility. design. and cost of a UGO. 

This document describes the scientific justification for the UGO and 
gives overviews of its conceptual design and of the development of proto
type gravity-wave receivers. 

1.2 Brief Description of the Design and Intended Use of the UGO 

The LICO will consist of two L-shaped vacuum systems. with arm lengths 
of order 4 kilometers. and associated buildings and supporting apparatus. 
at two widely separated sites (Fig. 1.1 ). Two sites are needed to discriminate 
local noise which may simulate gravity waves; arm len;ths of order 4 kilom
eters are needed to achieve sensitivities adequate for a high probability of 
gravity wave detection. 

The LICO will be designed, constructed. and operated jointly by Caltech 
and MIT. Caltech and MIT will also jointly design and construct a first gravity 
wave detector to be installed in the LICO. This detector will consist of a pair 
of gravity wave receiver systems. one at each site. with cross-correlated 
outputs: the receiver system at each site will consist of freely suspended. 
"inertial" test masses at the ends, intermediate points. and corner of the 
evacuated L. and a laser-interferometer system for monitoring the relative 
positions of these test masses. This two-site detector will be used jointly by 
Caltech and MIT in searches for gravity waves from astrophysical sources. 

The design, construction. and operation of the UGO. and of its first 
joint gravity-wave detector. will be carried out under the terms of a 
Memorandum of Understanding between Caltech and MIT. which is presented 
in Appendix J of this document. 

The UGO as initially constructed will permit simultaneous operation of 
one detector and development of another so that gravity-wave searches 
need not be halted in order to carry out detector improvements. 

The LICO will be designed so that additional instrumentation chambers 
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Figure I.I Artist's impression of one vari<tnt of the above-ground, west-coast 
site of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory . 
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can be added at a later date to support several detectors operating simul
taneously in the same L-shaped vacuum tubes. We anticipate that it will 
support a number of successive generations of detectors over a period of 
perhaps 20 years. detectors constructed and operated jointly or indepen
dently by scientists from Caltech and MIT. and also from other institutions. 
To some extent the LIGO will be like a high-energy particle accelerator, and 
the gravity wave detectors in it will be like high-energy experiments at an 
accelerator. 

1.3 The Organization of this Document 

The remainder of section 1. together with Appendix A, describes the 
scientific case for the UGO and the prospects for its successful detection of 
gravitational waves. Section 2. together with Appendix E. describes our 
present conceptual design of the LIGO and the studies that have led up to 
that design. Especially important is the discussion. in Section 2.1, of the 
essential features of the LIGO design. Appendices C. D. and B describe pro
totype receiver research at Caltech. MIT. and in Europe and new concepts 
for advanced receiver technology that may be implemented in the LIGO. 
Appendix F is the Memorandum of Understanding between Caltech and MIT. 
under which the UGO is being proposed. 

1.4 The Expected Payoffs from Gravitational-Wave Detection 

1.4.1 Payoffs for Astronomy 

Until the 1930s, optical-frequency electromagnetic waves were man's 
only tool for studying the distant universe. The electromagnetic view of the 
universe was revolutionized by the advent of radio astronomy; and further 
but less spectacular revolutions were triggered by the opening of the 
infrared. X-ray. and gamma-ray windows. 

The radio-wave revolution was so spectacular because the information 
carried by radio waves is so different from that carried by light. As different 
as radio and optical information may be, however, they do not differ as 
much as the information carried by gravitational waves and by electromag
netic waves. 

Gravitational waves are emitted by, and carry detailed information 
about, coherent bulk motions of matter (e.g .. collapsing stellar cores) or 
coherent vibrations of spacetime curvature (e.g., black holes). By contrast. 
astronomical electromagnetic waves are usually incoherent superpositions 
of emission from individual atoms. molecules. and charged particles. Gravi
tational waves are emitted most strongly in regions of spacetime where 
gravity is relativistic and where the velocities of bulk motion are near the 
speed of light. By contrast. electromagnetic waves come almost entirely 
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from weak-gravity. low-velocity regions. since strong-gravity regions tend to 
be obscured by surrounding matter. Gravitational waves pass through sur
rounding matter with impunity. by contrast with electromagnetic waves 
which are easily absorbed and scattered. and even by contrast with neutri
nos which. although they easily penetrate normal matter. presumably 
scatter many times while leaving the core of a supernova. 

These differences make it likely that gravitational wave astronomy will 
bring a revolution in our view of the universe comparable to that which 
came from radio waves -- though it is conceivable that we are now so 
sophisticated and complete in our understanding of the universe. compared 
to astronomers of the 1930s and 1940s. that the revolution will be less spec
tacular. 

It seems quite unlikely that we are really so sophisticated. One sees 
this clearly by noting the present. sorry state of estimates of the gravity 
waves bathing the earth (Appendix A): for each type of source that has been 
studied. with the single exception of binary neutron-star coalescences. 
either 

(i) the strength of the source's waves for a given distance from earth is 
uncertain by several orders of magnitude: or 

(ii) the rate of occurrence of that type of source. and thus the distance to 
the nearest one. is uncertain by several orders of magnitude: or 

(iii) the very existence of the source is uncertain. 

Moreover. of the nine specific sources discussed in Appendix A. only two 
(pulsars and supernovae) were considered likely sources 10 years ago. Of 
the other seven. two (neutron-star binaries and black-hole binaries) were 
thought unlikely until the discovery of the binary pulsar changed our preju
dices; one (population III stars) was thought unlikely until strong observa
tional evidence of massive galactic haloes and pre-population-II nucleosyn
thesis made it fashionable: and four (Friedman-Schutz instability in 
neutron-star spinup. infiation. cosmic strings. and phase transitions in the 
early universe) were not even conceived of 10 years ago. This enormous 
change in our outlook over the last 10 years suggests that today we prob
ably are still overlooking a variety of important gravitational-wave sources. 

Although this uncertainty makes us unhappy when we try to make 
plans for gravitational-wave searches. it will almost certainly reward us 
with great surprises when the searches succeed: the detected waves will 
give us revolutionary information about the universe that we are unlikely 
ever to obtain in any other way. 
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1. 4. 2. Payotfs for Fundamental Physics 

Detailed studies of cosmic gravttat1onal waves are U.kely to yi.eid exper:..=.en
tal tests of fundamental laws of physics wrucb. can.not be probed m any at.her 

way 

The nrst discovery of gravtt.at1onal waves would ver1fy d.J.rectly the pred!c
t1ons o( general relat1v1ty and otner relat1vist1c t.neor1es ot gravtty that suet: 
waves should ex:i.st ~There has al.:eady been an md1rect venficat1on -- m t.:ie 
form of msp1ral of the bmary pulsar due to gravttat1onal·radiat1on-react1on 2) 

By comparm.g the arrival t.~rnes of the first bursts of light and graVl.tauor...al 
waves from a distant supe r:io.,.·a. oc.e cowl:!. ·:er:!y general relatrvtty' s pred.1ct:on 
that electromagnet1c and graYitat.ional waves propagate Wlth the same speed -
te , L"lat they couple to the static graVl.ty (spacetune cur;atu.re) of our Galaxy 
and other galaxies m the same way for a supernova m the V1.rgo cluster '. :s 
Mpc distant). first detected optically one day a!ter the light curve starts to rtse. 
the electroma.gnet1c and gravitational speeds could be checked to be the same 
to W1thm a fractional accuracy (: light day) / ( :s Mpc) = 5 x : 0- 11 

By measurm.g the polar1zat1on properties of the graV'ltat1onal waves. one 
could ver1!y general relat1V'lty s pred1ct1on that the waves are transverse and 

-
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traceless - and thus are the classical consequences of spm-two gravitons. 

By comparmg the detailed wave forms ot observed gravitational wave bursts 
With those precilcted for the coalescence ot black-hole binaries (which will be 
computed by numencal relatlVity in the next few years.S) one could verify that 
certam bursts are mdeed produced by black-hole coalescences - and. as a 
consequence. verify uneqwvocally the existence or black holes and general 
relatiVity's predictions or their bebaVior in b.lgbly dynamical circumstances. 
Such verificat.lons would constitute by far the strongest test ever of Einstein's 
laws or gravity. 

1.5 Gravity-Wave Detect.ors in the IJGO and their Prospects for Successful 
Detection 

1.5. 1 Simple First Detectors 

.Descri:ption of La.ser·fn.l:e1"ferometer Gravity-Wave .Detectors. 

A graVitational wave is a propagating distortion t.n the metric of spacetime. 
lf a beam of light makes a round-trip path between two tree masses. the time it 
takes tor the light to return to the first mass depends on the integral of the 
metric over its path. and thus contains a term which is proportional to the graVi· 
tational wave amplitude over its path. An interferometric graVitational wave 
receiver exploits tbJ.s effect. Schematically (Figure 1.2a). such a receiver i.n its 
simplest torm consists of three (nearly) tree masses arranged in an L-shape. 
Light from a laser shines on a beamsplitting mirror on the central mass. which 
directs hall or the light toward each of the two end masses. Mirrors on the end 
masses return the llght to the central mass. The polarization properties of grav
itational waves are such that tor most propagation directions the cb.aoges in the 
round-trip travel t1me for light along the two orthogonal paths have opposite 
signs. One simple detection method is to superimpose the two returning beams. 
forming a Michelson interferometer (Figure l.2a). Di.tferences in the travel 
times m the two arms show up as shifts I.D. the relative phase of the two beams. 
and thus as shifts m the fringe at the output of the mterf erometer. It the graVl· 
tat1onal wave has d.lmens1onless amplitude h. (equal to the component of the 
metr1c perturbation along one arm). then the fractional c:tifference m the round 
tnp time between the two arms ts approximately equal to h.. 

Because the travel tune difference depends on an integral over the tune 
which the light spends in the arms, the effect grows linearly as the round trip 
trme increases, until the round trip time becomes comparable to the period of 
the gravitational wave. Thus. unless the arms are already so long that one round 
trip time is of order the wave period. there is a benefit to increasing the total 
storage tune of the light by folding the path of the llght. alloWing many round 
trips before making the phase comparison between the light m the two arms. 
One method for doing th.ts is to make each arm of the mterferometer I.D. the form 
of an optical delay line of the type developed by Herriott (Figure l.2a) I.J.ght is 
injected through a hole in one mirror and makes a number of passes between 
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the two spherical mi.rrors before exiting from the same hole and Ulterfen.ng With 
light from the other arm. Receivers based on th.ls scheme are sometimes called 
"Michelson" and sometimes "delay line··. Another method is to make each arm 
of the Ulterlerometer a Fabry-Perot resonant optical cavtty (Figure l.2b). Llght 
is Uljected through a partially transIIllttmg mirror. It the length of the cavity is 
matched to the wavelength of the light, then the phase match.mg between the 
light wb.J.ch bas made one round trip. two round trips. and more results in the 
storage of the light in the caVity for many round trips. Receivers based on this 
scheme are called "Fabry-Perot". 

Even though the measurement is bei.ng made With light wh.lch has a 
wavelength of around 0.5 microns. it is possible (Uldeed vital) to compare the 
phase of the llght in the two arms to a precision many orders ot magnitude finer 
than one fringe. The fundamental limit to the precision of an interferometric 
measurement comes from the Poisson noise ("shot noise") in the intensity of the 
light at the output. Thus the precision can be made finer by increasing the 
illumination. until the power is so great that Poisson fiuctuation.s in the light 
pressure on the end mirrors cause comparable noise. The resulting limiting 
preclSlon LS called the "quantum limit". 

Then! are of course other sources ot noise which experimenters must 
render negligible. Most of these have the form ot stochastic forces which limit 
the extent to wb.J.ch the masses in the interferometer can be considered free. 
The most serious of these noises, seisIIllc Vibrations and thermal (Browruan) 
motion. are substantially weaker at high frequencies than at low frequencies. 
Thus an actual gravitational wave receiver can be expected to show the ideal 
shot noise limlted performance above some frequency ( ~500 Hz in the UGO' s 
fu-st simple receivers), With poorer performance at lower frequencies. 

A laser mterferometer graVity wave detector will typically consist of two or 
more receivers (like those of Figure 1.2) and associated electronics at widely 
separated sites. together With the data processing system which correlates their 
outputs and searches tor gravtty wave signals. In this j~i~i'"1't..we shall use the 
terms "receiver" and "antenna" interchangeably to mean one L-shaped mter· 
ferometer system (figure 1.2) at one site; and we shall use the terms "detector" 
and ''detector system'' to refer to the combl!lat1on of receivers and data proces· 
sors that are used in a gravtty wave search or observation. 

Sert.Sitivi.ties of Simple First Detectors in the LIGO. Receivers of the delay
l.ine and Fabry-Perot types described above have been under development at MIT 
since 1971. at Caltech smce the late 1970's, and at other laboratories 
throughout this period. Some tecb.nical details of that receiver development 
program are described in Appendices C and D. The Caltech and MIT gravity wave 
groups have furnished NSF With a list of "Milestones" which they expect to 
achieve between now and the target date for final approval of I.JGO construction. 

The milestones are designed to guarantee that. 
even if no further progress were made on receiver technology between the time 
of approval of construction and the completion of construction. receivers could 
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be mounted i.n the facilities wi.th sens1tlVlt1es roughly as shown by tb.e upper 
solid curves of Figs. 1.3 • 1.5. Some techll.Lcal spec1.tkat1ons of such "Stmple 
First Detectors" are spelled out ill Sec. A. l ot Appenclix A. 

Prospects for S'U.ccessfu.L Detecti.an.. Section A.2 of Appenclix A contains a 
detailed discussion ot astrophysical sources ot graVitational waves that could be 
detected With these sunple first detectors. The strengths of the waves f'rom 
some examples ot such sources are plotted along With the detector sec.sitivtties 
in Figures 1.3 -1.5. Compan..ag the source strengths to the sensitivities one can 
conclude that the "sunpie first detectors" Ln the LlGO have a sigmOcant possibil· 

ity of successful detection: see Appendix A for details. Moreover. the likeli
hood that there exist many strong sources that we have not thought of (cf. 
end of Sec. 1.4. l above) enhances the possibility of success. 

1.5.2 Jlore .Ad:nnced. Detect.on 

An important aspect i.n this project is the clear potential tor major improve
ments i.n sen.sitivities beyond those ot the "tlrst simple detectors". Several 
methods for further improVi%lg sen.sitiVity b.ave been proposed • some usma new 
concepts stimulated by the low optical losses demonstrated i.n our optical cavtty 
experiments. 

In the simple types ot delay-line Michelson or Fabry-Perot interferometer 
systems outlined above the photon sb.ot noise limits to semitiV'lty may be 
improved i.n two ways: by lncreasq the li&ht storage ti.me i.n the arms • until it 
approaches the· period of the graVlty wave signals; and by i.nereasq the power 
i.n the light beams • until the quantum limlt for the test masses is reacb.ed. Pro
totype experiments b.ave already shown that optimlZJ..Og the LJiht storage tune is 

ent.J.rely practicable for the gravity-wave penods or uiterest ln ground-based 
experiments. In the Caltech Fabry-Perot prototype. storage times of 1 mil· 
lisecond have already been obtamed. wb.i.ch should scale to 0.: seconds in a larie 
system; and although large a:urrors are reqw.red for long storage times ln. 
delay-line Michelson interferometers, storage times wb.lch should scale to 
several milliseconds have been reached. It is thus sate to assume that optunum 
storage ttmes can be achleved. Reacbmg the optunum 11.ght power set by the 
quantum lunit - or even to approach practical 1.u:Iuts set by other stochasuc 
noise sources • is more di!!icult. Swtably stable. continuous-wave. lasers capa· 
bie of givt.na the required power (many kilowatts) at an appropriate wavelength 
are not yet a.vaJJ.able. and i! banks of the type of argon laser currently used are 
employed tb.e power con.sumption will become SJ.il'.ll11cant. improved lasers are 
currently bellli developed. but a.t present we feel it prudent to envtsage laser 
powers of not more th.an 100 watts tor our planned expenments. 

Fortunately, two methods for improving sensitivtty Wlthout increase in laser 
power have been devtsed. 4 The drst or these consists of a techlllque for recy
cling light through the whole tnterterometer many tunes. to tncrease the 
effective light power i.n the system. 

Light RecycLVt.g fn.ter/eromstrr. UsLDi pb.ase modulation. 1t is converuent 
to operate b.Lgh·powered tnterterometers wi.th path lengths adjusted to give a 
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dark fringe 10 the output from the beam.splitter. In th.ls situation most of the 
light may leave the system through the other side of the beamspiltter. and it lS 

proposed to redirect this light back mto the mterferometer to add coherently to 
the mput beam. This et!ectiveiy encloses the whole interferometer I.D. an optical 
cavtty which lS i.n resonance Wlth the laser light, as depicted • in principle only -
ui Fig. l.6a. In the case of a delay-line Michelson m.terferometer two additional 
mirrors are used, With a photodiode D2 used to monitor rejected light and con
trol the laser wavelength to m.mmu2e the rejected light intensity. In the case of 
a Fabry-Perot interferometer, the l.J.ght storage tune Wlthm the interferometer 
arms would be determined by choice of transmission of the cavtty input mirrors. 
The light rejected by the cavities leaves the combiniOi beam.splitter in the 
direction ot the laser. and may be recycled by an additional mirror of swtable 
reftectivtty, again Wlth a morutonng diode D4 used to control the laser 
wavelength (or the optical path differences in the system) to maintain the reso
nance conditions. (For discussion of some practical aspects ot such interferom· 
eters see Appendix B). 

Recycling improves the performance of an interferometer by increasmg the 
et!ective power available, Wlthout changing its frequency response. Another 
method tor improVing seositiVity still further tor periodic or narrowband signals. 
by arranging a form of resonance between the light signal and the gravtty wave, 
has also been devised. 4 

Ligh.t Reson.a.t1:n.g Interferometer In this scheme the optical phase signal 
induced by the graVity wave is made to pass back and forth between the two 
arms of the interferometer in synchromsm with the wave so that the amplitude 
of the signal bw.lds up over the whole tl.Ille that light may be stored witb.J.n the 
system. Methods proposed for achieVin.g this Ill delay-line and Fabry-Perot 
uiterferometers are indicated in outline Ill Fig. l .Sb. (More practical systems 
are described in Appendix B). 

In the case of a delay line system, the delay time WltbJ.n each arm of the 
mterf erometer ts made equal to half of the gravity-wave period. and light ts 
arranged to pass from one arm to the other as shown. vta coupling mirrors of 
high. but swtably chosen. reftectivtty. Phase differences between light c1rculat
mg m opposite d1rect1ons build up over the light storage time. 

In the case of a Fabry-Perot system. the optical caVities in the two arms are 
coupled together vta the transnuss1on of their input mU"rors and by an addi
tional mll"ror of high. suitably chosen. reftect1Vity. This system can be thought of 
as operating m a way similar to that of the delay-Line system; or alternatively it 
may be considered that the lower of the two resonances of the coupled-cavtty 
system is arranged to match the frequency of the laser light. and the upper 
resonance ts made to match the upper sideband of the signal induced by the 
gravity wave. so that agam there is an enhancement of the stgnal by the reso
nance. 

In both of these resonatmg systems. the signal bwlds up coherently over 
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the overall light storage time. so an enhancement in sens1t1vity proportional to 
the storage time. and t.n general larger than that given by the Wlde-band recy
cling system. ts achlevable over a bandWi.dth equal to the i.nverse ot the overall 
storage ti.me centered at any chosen frequency. 

Active A:ntiseism:ic Jsola.J:ion. In the "first simple detectors" envisioned 
above. it was assumed that setSrruc noise ts negligible above about 500 Hz. 
Recent tests ot the passive antise1snuc isolation 1.Il one of our prototype 
receivers (Appendix C.2) suggest that adequate isolation for these fu"st si.mple 
detectors has been achieved already. However. because gravity wave sources 
are thought to be stronger at lower frequencies, it will be very Lm.portant t.n 

more advanced detectors to push the antise1sm1c isolation to as low a frequency 
as possible. At lower frequencies it lS more dit!icult to obtam adequate tsolation 
by passive means. since the ground noise increases and the attenuation of si.rn
ple. passive mass-spring tSolators decreases. Fortunately. isolation can be 
improved by arranging a servo system to cause the suspension pomt ot each test 
mass to track the motion ot the mass below it. This type of active isolation sys
tem has been extensively developed at Glasgow. primarily for the horizontal 
degrees of freedom most relevant tor gravitational wave antennas.~ and more 
recently at Pisa. An equivalent arra.i:igement tor vertical motions bas been very 
successfully used at JlLA for isolation of gravuneters. 8 and a vertical system 
motivated by 1962 work of R Dicke has been tested at MIT. where general ana
lyses of some of these systems have been carried out. The existence of tilt com· 
ponents ln. the seismic noise complicates horizontal r.solat1on schemes but a 
techruque has been i.ntroduced at Glasgow i.n which tilt effects are elimioated by 
sensing motions relative to a reference body of large moment of inertia freely 
suspended at its center ot gravity. 

The improvement i.n isolation acb..leved by these tecb.n.iques is Limited in 
practice by mecharucal resonance m the structures. and multistage isolation 
systems may be required for experiments at very low frequencies. Another type 
or active tSolation that is convenient for LIGO receivers uses an auxiliary laser· 
interferometer system to monitor the dtsta.."1.ces between test-mass suspension 
points; see Appendix 8 for details. In prmc1ple such systems should be capable 
of glVln.g good isolation at frequencies down to a few times the pendulum fre
quency of the test mass suspensions, but they Wi.11 reqw.re much development to 
acb.leve this. and may become fairly complex. 

Sensitivities of More Actva:nced .Detectors in the UGO. The "light recycling". 
"light resonatm.g", and ant1seism1c 1solation techniques Just outlined show prom· 
tse of greatly enhancing the performance of gravitational wave detectors over 
that of the "first s1mpie detectors" of the last section. We anticipate perfecting 
these techniques tn the proposed facilities: and that ef!ort may well lead to 
"more advanced detectors" wtth sensit1vit1es something like those shown m the 
bottom SOl•d curves of Figures :.3 - :.5. For some tech.rucal spec1ficat1ons of 
such detectors see Sec A.3 of Appendix A. 
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.Prospects for Successful. Detectitm wiih. More AcfuCinced Detectors Section 
A.4 of Appendix A discusses a vartety of plausible gravity-wave sources. and one 
blgh-confidence source. which could be detected with the more advanced detec
tors From that discussion it is evident that there is a very hlgh probability of 
gravity-wave detection at the advanced-detector sens1t1Vtt1es. 

Thus. l! success does not come with the first simple detectors. we can be 
reasonably sure that contmued et!orts at improVi.ng the detector sensitiVi.tles m 
the UGO Will brmg success at some point between the upper and lower solid 
curves of Ftgures : 3 -1.5. 
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2. The Conceptual Design of the LIGO 

The key features of the conceptual design of the UGO are presented m 

this section of the document. 

The design is based on the studies described in Appendix E 

2.1. Essential features of the LIGO 

The levels of gravity-wave sensitivity needed for the detection of gravi
tational waves, according to the estimates in Appendix A. cannot be 
achieved in vacuum systems as short as those now being used at Caltech 
and MIT. In fact. a high probability of unequivocal detection with the pro
posed Caltech/MIT LIGO requires the following essential features: 

1. Two widely separated sites. 

2. Arm lengths of order 4 kilometers at each site, 

3. Vacuum pipe diameter of order 48 inches. 

4. The capability of a vacuum level of 10-8 torr to accommodate the 
highest-sensitivity searches. 

5. The capability of carrying out two simultaneous investigations (a 
gravity wave search and receiver improvement) at each site ini
tially, and three or more later, 

6. The capability to accommodate receivers of different arm length. 

7. A minimum lifetime of the facilities of twent:"' \·ears. 

Justifications for these requirements are as follows: 

1. Two antennas at widely separated sites 

Multiple antennas situated at widely separated sites are essential for 
unequivocal detection of gravitational wave bursts. Present experience 
indicates that each antenna will exhibit a pulse noise spectrum which 
almost obeys a Gaussian distribution in amplitude after optimal filtering. 
The amplitude distributions typically have a non-Gaussian tail at large 
amplitude and low probabilities. exactly in the region of relatively low event 
rates where detection of gravitational wave bursts would be sought. 

This non-Gaussian tail is generally associated with noise sources that 
are not fundamental. i.e. that in principle are removable - for example. 
seismic noise. acoustic noise. cosmic-ray noise. and the occasional release 
of strain in a test mass or support wire. The reduction of these types of 
noise is a problem in experimental design. If one knows the cause. the 
experimenter can choose to measure the noise source independently and 
remove its effect from the data; or he can design the apparatus so that it is 
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insensitive to the noise source. Usually both things are done. The trouble 
comes when the rate of the noise events is low and the noise source was 
unanticipated, unfortunately a common occurence even with the most 
careful workers. These are the events remainmg in the non-Gaussian tad 
after analysis. It is common experience for all of us that the most difficult 
thing to find and fix in a device or experiment is such an intermittent prob
lem. 

The best means of eliminating the large set of both known and unk
nown noise sources, due to the external environment of the apparatus and 
also to internal impulsive phenomena, is to operate at least two systems 
with comparable sensitivities at separations sufficiently large so that the 
extrinsic noise at the two locations is uncorrelated over the relevant o bser
vation times. Gravitational wave signals. however. would be correlated. 

In the early phase of the search for gravitational wave bursts, it will be 
extremely important to have two sites in operation with overlapping sensi
tivity. frequency coverage and observation time. Besides the need for the 
experimenters themselves to have this diagnostic tool. universal accep
tance of gravitational wave burst detection will depend in good measure on 
the fact that the same gravitational events have been seen in two places. 
The experiment strategy of a minimum of two antennas at separated sites is 
so crucial to the scientific success of burst detection by this project that we 
believe the investment made in interferometric gra\·1tational wave detec
tion may well not be justifiable unless there is a guarantee of this experi
ment strategy. To protect the investment. it is important that the two sites 
be under a common control in the same country. thereby making likely the 
simultaneous operation of antennas with comparable sensitivity. frequency 
coverage and operation time. The dangers of not having such common con
trol include (i) funding difficulties in one of two countries that may have 
agreed to collaborate (as. for example. the United States' renegging in 1982 

on a prior commitment to Europe for a companion to the European Solar 
Polar spacecraft (now called Ulyses); (ii) a slowness to transfer working 
technology from one site to another. e.g. due to the "not mvented here" syn
drome; and (iii) difficulties in scheduling common observation periods. 

Some of the prior history in the field of bar detectors for gravitational 
waves illustrates these problems. Although Stanford had an operational 
cryogenic bar in 1980 with amplitude sensitivity 30 times better than the 
best room temperature bars. it was not until 1986 - six years later - that 
other bars of comparable sensitivity were operational in other groups. and 
a meaningful coincidence search for gravitational waves was carried out. 
The reasons, which are many. include funding difficulties in different coun
tries and the fact that there was a long delay in transfering working tech
nology from Stanford to other groups. The chances that the proposed new 
phase of gravitational wave detection will not be plagued by the same 
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problem are much reduced by having at least one complete observat10nal 
system under a common control in one country. 

One hopes that the initial experiments will open the field of gravita
tional astronomy. If they do. then we will face the problem that the indivi
dual antennas have little directivity. At present the only method for estab
lishing the position of gravitational wave burst sources is through measur
ing the differences in arrival time of the gravitational wave signals at anten
nas separated by continental baselines. Two antennas are not sufficient to 
unambiguosly determine the position of a source; at the minimum four 
antennas. well placed around the earth. are required. Furthermore. deter
minations of the propagation speed and polarization states of gravitational 
waves would benefit by a network of antennas. If funds and effort were 
unlimited the presently proposed effort could be faulted for not asking for 
the development of more than two antennas; looking into the future. it is 
the right thing to do. With the long term future in mind, we have been 
strongly encouraging and aiding our European and Japanese colleagues in 
their efforts to develop long baseline interferometric gravitational anten
nas. 

2. Arm lengths of order 4 kilometers at each site 

The choice of antenna arm length is not a simple issue. The optimum 
length of the arms of an interferometric gravita t10 nal wave antenna is 
equal to 1/2 the gravitational wavelength. Arms longer than this will not 
increase the gravity wave's measurable signals (the changes in the optical 
phase of the light traversing the arms). The optimum length is. however. 
impractical for a terrestrial observatory; a 1 kHz gravitational wave has a 
wavelength of 300 kilometers. More practical is a design in which the 
storage time of the light in the arms is increased. optimally to 1 /2 of the 
gravitational wave period, by reflecting the optical beam back and forth 
along the arm many times. The response of such a "folded" antenna to a 
gravitational wave is much the same as the response of an optimum length 
antenna. The folded geometry does.however, place more demands than an 
optimum length antenna on the reduction of mirror losses. on the level of 
the residual gas in the arms and on the need to reduce the influences of sto
chastic forces on the end points defining the arms. Holding all other vari
ables but the folded antenna's physical arm length constant. the scaling of 
the strain AMPLITUDE noise h with physical arm length. L .varies as: 

1/ L for 

most known stochastic forces acting on the antenna end points such 
as seismic. acoustic. thermal. and gravity gradients from objects at 
distances from a test mass less than or of order the arm length: 
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the standard quantum limit: 

photon shot noise if the light storage time in the antenna arm is lim
ited by poor mirror reflectivity or other factors to much less than 
1 /2 the gravitational wave period for burst sources: 

photon shot noise in a search for periodic sources with an optically 
resonant recycling system. 

1/L 314 for 

statistical fluctuations in the index of refraction of the residual gas 
for fixed pressure and minimum optical beam size. 

1/L 112 for 

photon shot noise using light recycling on burst sources assuming it 
is possible to achieve optimized storage time in the arms. 

Independent of L for 

photon shot noise if it is possible to achieve optimized storage time 
but recycling is not used. 

With these differing dependences on arm length of the various noise 
sources. the expected variation of interferometer sensitivity with length 
depends on which noise source will be the dominant one in the instrument. 
and is likely to differ from one instrument to another. 

A major consideration influencing a decision on the length of the arms 
is the rate of detectable burst events. Once the interferometer sensitivities 
have reached a level where it is possible to detect sources at the distance of 
the Virgo cluster of galaxies (e.g. for the binary neutron stars. binary black 
holes. and supernovae discussed in Appendix A). the detectable event rate is 
expected to grow inversely with the cube of the amplitude sensitivity. h - 3 

This is because the number of galaxies that can be monitored is propor
tional to the volume of the universe that can be observed. and the distance 
at which a specific kind of source can be detected is inversely proportional 
to the amplitude sensitivity. Under these circumstances the event rate 
varies as the inverse cube of the length-dependent factors listed above. For 
example, in the case of sensitivities limited by 1 IL -varying noise (seismic 
noise, acoustic noise. local gravity gradients. shot noise with resonant recy
cling, and standard quantum limit). a factor 2 increase in arm length L pro
duces a factor 8 increase in event rate. 

We have chosen arm lengths of order 4 kilometers at each site as a 
practicable compromise in the overall circumstances of this project for 
several important reasons. 

1. IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO BUILD A SYSTEM OF SUFFICIENT 
LENGTH TO HAVE THE CAPABILITY OF ACHIEVING A HIGH PROBABILITY OF 
SUCCESSFUL DETECTION. Although the probability of success is significant 
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at the level of the "first simple detectors" of figures 1.3 -1 5. a very high 
probability of success requires a sensitivity near that of the dotted line in 

figure 1.3. As is discussed near the end of Appendix A. this dotted line 
corresponds to a 90% confidence of detecting our only semi-guaranteed 
source: coallescing neutron-star binaries in distanta galaxies. for which 
the event rate increases as h - 3 . With the quantum limit and seismic 
noise so near the dotted line. h is likely to scale as L - 1. so the event rate 
goes up as L 3 . A factor 2 difference in L then corresponds to a factor 8 
difference in event rate. which (by virtue of our present uncertainty in 
the actual event rate. cf. Appendix A) corresponds to the difference 
between 503 and 90% confidence of detecting this semi-guaranteed 
source. The location of the dotted line indicates that. even with 4 kilome
ter arms there may be little margin of safety in going after this semi
guaranteed source. 

2. As seen from the scaling of the noise with arm length. the longer 
the arms the less stringent will be the demands on the receivers in order 
to achieve a given level of sensitivity. This is particularly important in the 
promising low frequency search where the stochastic forces on the 
antenna end masses are most difficult to control. A longer length also 
reduces the demands made on mirrors and in general. success in the 
search is expected to come more easily and quickly the longer the 
antenna arms. 

3. Clearly one would want the arms to be as long as possible. but 
there are obvious constraints of cost. An approach that has been used is 
that the length of the arms should be large enough so that further 
improvement of the system performance by a significant factor requires 
a substantial cost increment. This implies that the system costs depen
dent on the arm length should be in reasonable proportion and not be 
dominated by those costs independent of the length. 

4. To maintain costs at a reasonable level. it has been important to 
find sites which are sufficiently flat so that no tunnelling or large 
amounts of land removal become necessary. After an extensive search 
throughout the United States we have found that there are very few con
venient sites that could accomodate arm lengths larger than 4 to 5 km 
economically. 

3. Vacuum pipe diameter of order 48 inches 

The vacuum pipe diameter is a critical parameter of the long baseline 
system which figures in both short and long range uses of the facilities. The 
vacuum pipes must be able to pass Gaussian optical beams without causing 
diffraction loss of the beams or being a serious source of scattered light. In 
particular, the pipes must be large enough so that motions of the pipe walls. 
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when driven by seismic noise, do not add to the noise budget of the 
receivers through diffraction of the beams at the walls. This condition must 
be met with some margin for misalignment and settling of the tube sup

ports. 

The minimum size of pipe that could accomodate an extrapolation of 

the prototype-design delay-line Michelson interferometers to a 4 km length 
is 30 inches using 1 /2 micron wavelength light. Although no decision can be 
made at present concerning the specific optical design of the initial inter
ferometers to be used in the facilities, the delay line configuration is known 
to demand the largest diameter for a single receiver and thereby sets the 
conditions for the minimum tube diameter. The choice of 1 /2 micron 
wavelength is predicated on present experience with the Argon Ion laser 
which is being used by all interferometric gravitational wave groups . The 
laser is energy inefficient. so it may be advantageous to use longer
wavelength. more efficient. and more powerful lasers. especially in the near 
infrared. The optical beam size scales as the square root of the wavelength 
so that using a 1 micron wavelength delay line system would require a 
minimum diameter of 43 inches. 

The more compact geometries such as Fabry-Perot or tagged-beam 
interferometers could use smaller diameter tubes. However. a longer range 
goal for the facilities is to design them so that multiple investigations can 
be carried out simultaneously. Some of the single recetver designs. whether 
delay line or of the compact optical type. will be usmg multiple beams for 
seismic noise reduction as well as full and half length interferometers for 
diagnostic studies. The sensible choice for tube diameter is then not to con
strain the possibilities at the outset unless there is strong economic reason 

to do so. 

The overall system costs increase by roughly 8% in going from 30 
inches to 48 inches so that tubing diameter is not a strong economic driver. 
The costs. of course, are not just in the tubing itself but in pumps. supports. 
valves and bellows. There is a breakpoint in the costs at 48 inches: with 
larger diameters. the costs of valves. bellows and the tubing itself grows fas

ter because one exceeds industry standards. 

4. The capability of a vacuum level of 1 o-a torr to accomodate the highest 

sensitivity searches 

The facilities should be designed so that fluctuations in the index of 
refraction of the residual gas in the interferometer arms will not become a 
limiting noise source. It is prudent in the vacuum system design to antici
pate projected improvements in receiver sensitivity. Figures AA and AB show 
the limiting performance of an interferometer if the only noise source is 
the statistical fluctuations in the number of molecules in the 
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interferometer beams. for the type of interferometer most sensitive to resi
dual gas. The noise depends on the rat10 of the molecular polarizability of 
the gas at the laser wavelength to the square root of the molecular thermal 
velocity. The major constituent (95 to 99%) of the residual gas in a clean 
stainless steel system is molecular hydrogen which diffuses out of the 
metal: and fortunately this gas has the least effect on an interferometer. 
The figures show the sensitivity limits set by residual hydrogen and nitrogen 
for burst sources and for periodic sources. compared with the sensitiviies 
determined by other factors. The important thing to notice is that the ini
tial sensitivity goals ("simple first detectors") can be met. even in those 
interferometer designs most sensitive to residual gas fluctuations. by a very 
poor vacuum. The enhanced sensitivity goals (''more advanced detectors") 
will require residual gas pressures of hydrogen less than 2 x 1 o-8 torr and 
nitrogen at less than 1 o-9 . The goal is to design the vacuum system so that 
nothing in the construction or pumping strategy would preclude achieving 
these pressures. The system will be cleaned in the field and be bakeable to 
150C. The anticipated outgassing rate after low temperature bakeout is 
expected to lie between 10- 11 and io- 12 torr liters/second/cm2 and 
improve with the square root of the pumping time. The permissable leak 
rate to attain the good vacuum levels for the enhanced sensitivity is 5x io-8 

standard atmosphere cc/sec in each 100 meter section. 

5. The capability for two simultaneous investigations rit each site initially 

The capability of carrying out two simultaneous investigations at each 
site initially is very important. This will permit the development of 
improved receivers as one investigation. while the first Joint Caltech/MIT 
gravity wave search is underway as the other (highest priority) investiga
tion. The importance of this parallel mode of operation arises from the fact 
that. although some of the technology of improved receivers can be tested 
in other laboratories. the time-consuming integrated tests and debugging, 
especially of the optics. can be carried out only in the full scale vacuum sys
tem of the LIGO. This parallel mode of operation will permit at least one 
detection system to be on the air. searching for waves at all times. 

The necessity for such a capability is made clear by twenty years of 
experience of research groups using single bar detectors for gravitational 
waves and also by the experience of groups working with smgle laser
interferometer prototypes: these groups have always been caught in the 
dilemma of whether to search. or to make technical improvements in the 
apparatus which would improve the sensitivity of the search. The natural 
direction, having only one apparatus. is to improve continually. As a conse
quence. to date there have not been many long-term. continuous searches 
carried out. It would be exceedingly unfortunate if. after spending the Large 
amounts of money required for the UGO and achieving at the outset sensi
tivities where there is significant hope of seeing something. the 
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experimenters were still caught in this dilemma 

The UGO should be easily upgradable to support a third independent 

investigation when funding and manpower permit. and to support addi
tional simultaneous investigations later. ff gravitational waves are not 
detected at the sensitivities of the first joint experiments. then three 
independent investigations would significantly speed up the subsequent 
advanced-detectors' search for gravity waves by permitting simultaneous. 
time-consuming searches with receivers optimized for different kinds of 
sources. Additional simultaneous investigations later will permit gravita
tional astronomy to become a research field like other branches of astro
physics with many independent and interesting research programs involv
ing experimenters from a number of institutions. 

6. The capability for receivers of two different arm lengths 

The UGO should be able to accommodate interferometers of two 
different arm lengths. The fact that gravity-wave signals in interferometers 
are proportional to armlength can be used as a partial discriminant 
between gravity waves and local disturbances at one antenna site. thereby 
reducing the spurious coincidence rate to a low enough value that two-site 
correlations can clearly identify gravitational-wave bursts. Two receiver 
beams sharing the same vacuum will also be very useful in diagnostic stu
dies of the local noise sources. and are one way of measuring the noise due 
to fluctuations in the gas column density. 

7. A minimum lifetime of the facilities of 20 years 

The facilities being designed and constructed for the UGO project are 
expected to be used in a succession of gravitational wave observations of 
continuously improving sensitivity as the technology of receivers advances. 
Specialized receiver systems with enhanced sensitivity for specific 
categories and types of gravity wave sources are contemplated. The facili
ties are not being constructed to carry out one make or break experiment. 
In many ways there is an analogy to an optical observatory. The big capital 
costs of an optical telescope are in the large mirrors. the pointing and con
trol system. and the buildings that house them. The focal plane instrumen
tation is usually a small part of the initial cost. The focal plane instrumen
tation is, however. the source of the action; the cunning, ingenuity and 
inventiveness reside there. The scientific productivity of the telescope is in 
large measure dependent on improvements in this instrumentation as the 
technology advances. The receivers in the gravitational wave project are like 
the telescope focal plane instruments. The facilities are closer to the tele

scope itself. 
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The UGO should be constructed as much as possible using established 
engineering practices familiar to contractors to minimize the risk and the 
chance of cost overruns. The UGO facilities should not themselves become 

a new experiment. 

The above essential features are incorporated in the following concep
tual design of the UGO: 

2.2 Geometric layout of the vacuum system 

The UGO vacuum facilities at each site are in the shape of an "L" with 
each leg of the "L" being a 48 inch diameter vacuum tube of 4 kilometer 
length as shown in Fig. 1. 1. The mirrors and test masses of the receivers 
are placed in vacuum chambers ("instrumentation chambers") with access 
to light beams traveling in the antenna arms. One version of the 
configuration of chambers in the central stations (at the intersection of the 
arms) is shown in Fig. 2.1 a; an alternative version is shown in Fig. 1. 1. A 
central 14-foot diameter chamber is placed directly at the intersection of 
the arms in both versions. This is the prime location for receivers of any 
type. The first joint Caltech/MIT receiver will be installed there. The 
remaining chambers in both versions are designed to give the facility the 
capability to carry out development of new receiver designs in such a 
manner as not to significantly interfere with searches being carried out in 
the central chamber. A decision on the best way to arrange for this capabil
ity will be made before the beginning of the final engineering design. 

Figure 2.1 b is a configuration of the central stat10n in later stages of 
the development of the gravitational wave observatory. The initial building 
design and chamber configuration (Fig. 2. la) are intended to anticipate and 
facilitate the addition of three instrumentation chambers to achieve this 
later configuration. This LICO upgrade would enable further multiplexing of 
the arms to accommodate specialized and independent searches for and 
observations of gravitational waves. The particular configuration envisaged 
in Fig. 2.1 b would position higher frequency gravitational receivers using 
small test masses in the front chambers and low frequency receivers. which 
will tend to have larger masses. in the rear chambers. 

The central station. with its four instrumentation chambers initially. is 
the most complex part of the LICO. as it is the location of the lasers. injec
tion and exit optics and major part of the control and sense electronics for 
the interferometers. 

Another station ("midstation") with one instrumentation chamber is 
placed halfway between the central station and the end station of each leg 
of the L. The two midstation chambers will house masses and mirrors form
ing the end points of the shorter (probably half length) interferometers. 
The midstation will be primarily passive. containing little optics or 
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electronics. The instrumentation stations at the ends of the legs ( "endsta
tions") are also primarily passive. 

2.3 Key features of the vacuum system 

The vacuum system is the most costly part of the LICO facility. and 
apart from the receivers it is that component of the facility requiring the 
most careful planning and design. · 

The function of the vacuum system is two-
fold: 1) to reduce index fluctuations in the light paths along the arms and 2) 

to reduce the stochastic forces on the test masses and mirrors in the 
instrumentation chambers. 

The vacuum system proposed for further study is made entirely of 
stainless steel tubing and bellows. The system is designed to be baked out 
at 150° C to attain pressures of 10-a torr with a reasonable number of 
pumps. The pumping strategy is a hybrid of ion-chemisorption pumps and 
turbo pumps. Ion pumps are used to maintain the vacuum after initial 
pumpdown by the turbo pumps. 

The instrumentation chambers are cylindrical stainless steel vessels 
designed to allow easy access to the receiver components. The main 
vacuum tubes are isolated from the chambers by gate valves to permit work 
on the receivers without having to bring the entire system to atmospheric 
pressure. Furthermore. the chambers associated with the capability for 
receiver development are valved to allow ready access without significantly 
disturbing the experiment in the central chamber. 

2.4 Sites and Architecture 

The specific design of the LICO is dependent on the characteristics of 
the two sites where the LICO will be built. We have chosen BL\£-managed. 
Mojave-desert land at Hawes. California and the Blueberry Barrens of 
Columbia/Cherryfield. Maine as the prime sites. The facilities will be con
structed primarily above ground at the California site and buried in Maine. 

General considerations that apply to the design of the facilities at 
either site are: 

1) The design must allow for the ability to find and repair vacuum leaks 
after construction. 

2) Although seismic isolation of the tubing along the antenna arms is 
not required, the tubes should not be driven by the wind as this may cause 
noise due to the time-dependent scattering or diffraction at the tubing walls 
and internal baffles. 
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3) 7hermal stabdity of the tubing is desirabie in order to avo1d: dally 
fiuctuations in the outgassing. mechanical thermal distortions of the tub
ing. the possibility of temperature-driven outgassing bursts. and the acous
tic and mechanical noise that might be transm1tted to the instrumentation 
stations due to the possible stick/slip at sliding tube supports. 

4) The vacuum system must be protected from vandalism. a problem 
even at continuously patrolled remote sites. 

The conceptual design specifies a cover for the long evacuated tubes 

The buildings housing the instrumentation stations are planned to be 
prefabricated structures placed on conc?"ete foundations. The chambers 
are placed on vibration isolation pads which in turn are anchored either to 
bedrock or to sufficiently buried casements so as to reduce the effect of 
differential expansion of the antenna arms due to surface temperature gra
dients. 

Efforts will be made to not raise acoustic and vibrational noise in the 
instrumentation stations more than a few dB above the naturally occurring 
background at the sites in the 10 to 10.000 Hz band. The instrumentation 
stations are not intended to be general laboratory or operations buildings: 
those facilities will be provided by trailers or existing buildings at the sites. 

2.5 Power. cooling, and facility instrumentation 

Power is readily available at both sites. Present estimates indicate an 
average demand of 2 ~{Wat each site for lighting. pumps. lasers. and instru
mentation. The lasers require closed cycle cooling systems configured to 
dissipate 0.3 ~nv maximum; the laser cooling is capable of expansion to 0.6 
~nv by addition of cooling towers. 

The facilities are to be designed so that the receivers can be readily 
interfaced to them and so that housekeeping and environmental informa
tion can be easily folded into the receiver output data streams for correla
tion and veto analysis. The two facilities are also to include data links to 
the home institutions and to each other. 

Appendix E provides some of the history leading to this conceptual de
sign. The accompanying document "Description of LIGO Design and Project 
Plans" describes the conceptual design and functional requirements for the 
facilities more fully. 
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APPENDIX A 
ASTROPHYSICAL SOURCC) OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES 

COMPARED WITH DETECTOR SENSlTIVITIES 

In Sec. l. 5 we describe two kinds of graVitational-wave detectors that might 
operate Ill the LlGO: "Simple first detectors" and "more advanced detectors." In 
this appendix we shall give some techrucal specifications for such detectors and 
shall compare thetr sensltlVities With the anticipated strengths ot gravity waves 
from a variety of astrophysical sources. 

A 1. Sensitivities of 3.mple Types of First Detect.an in the IJGO 

The Caltech and MIT graVity wave groups have furnished NSF with a list of 
"Milestones" which they expect to achieve between now and the target date for 
final approval of the UGO facilities construction (June 1987); see Appendix I. The 
milestones are designed to guarantee that. even i1 no further progress were 
made on detector technology between the tune ot approval of construction and 
the completion of construction. receivers could be mounted in the facilities With 
sensitivities roughly as shown by the upper solid curves or Figs. 1.3 - 1.5. These 
curves, labeled "Simple tirst detectors - rms noise", correspond tor example to 
arm lengths of 4 km and to receivers (Michelson or Fabry-Perot interferometer 
systems) With the followtng charactenstics: 

P 017 ii (laser power) x (photo detector efficiency) = lOWatts. 
1 

t st.ore ii (light storage time in interferometer) = 12 tr • ) . , x equency 

b ;;; (number of bounces of light) = 30 x ( 1 kHz/ frequency), 

seismic noise negligible above 1 kHz and totally debilitati.ng below 100 Hz. 

For such receivers the rms photon shot noise as a function of frequency ts 
given by the followmg formulae. 7 which correspond to the right-hand straight 
segments of the upper curves tn Figs. : . 3 - 1.5: 

t ) = r spectral density ]* = ~1~* -7 x '0-1? cm [--LJ 
X d lof displacement noise 2 2b 'r,P0 J - · ~ TkHZ) · 

h. = ~ "'x (!) "' l x l 0-20 
[ 1151z r 2 

!or bursts or d urat1on :; ! ' 

h = _g__1 _X(/ )=:lXlO-e5 [__1_] for penodic waves W'lth 
L ~ TkHZJ T = (averagi.ng time)= 107 sec . 

2 - rrx(J) [~cv4 
tor stochastic waves with 

... 1-,"!r.(/) = ~ =: 3 x 1 o-23 
•J L (rr/'f!f)"I. • lkHz 1- = 107 sec 

where 
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L : (armle r ~) = 4 km. '- = (wavelength of Light) I 2rr = 0. 1 µ,m . 

/ = (rrequc; _ y of gravitational waves), 

At frequencies be1ow 1000 Hz the sens1t1vit1es shown tn Fi.gs. 1.3 - : .5 are worse 
than these shot-noise li.rruts because of se1srruc noise. 

A.2. Sources that Could be Detected with these Ft.rst Simple Det.eetars 

Over the past fifteen years there have been extensive theoretical studies of 
the gravitational waves to be expected from astrophysical systems. These stu
dies. based on the best m!ormat1on available from electromagnetic observations 
of the universe (radio, millimeter. io!rared. optical, ultraviolet, X-ray, gamma
ray). have been summarized in the proceedings ot a number of workshops and 
summer schools.8 and in review articles. 9 The discussion ot graVitational-wave 
sources in th.ts appendix is drawn trom those reviews and trom the origmal 
literature, 

The sensitivities ot current gravity wave detectors are good enough that 
they could detect astrophysical sources Without Violatic.g any of our cherished 
beliefs about the universe around us, 11 though detection is qUite unlikely. The 
improved sensitivities ot the LIGO's "first simple detectors", as described above. 
are in the range where the prospects of success are reasonable (a few tens of 
per cent). but not high. Examples of the sources that could be detected With 
these first simple detectors are the followtng: 

Superna1Ja.e. Type II supernovae are believed. W"Lth a high level of 
confidence, to be created by the graVitational collapse of the cores of massive, 
highly evolved stars; and type I supernovae may, though this is controversial. 
result from stellar collapse of white dwarfs that have accreted considerable 
mass from very close companions. In addition to these two types of optically 
observed supernovae. there may well be stellar collapses that produce little opt· 
ical display ("optically silent supernovae"). 

The strengths of the gravitational waves from supernovae can be character-
1zed by the fraction of a solar rest mass ot energy carried of! by the waves (the 
"efficiency" /:£/ M0 c2): 

h,. 5 x io-22[l>E;0~f
2 j*[:s~pc lhHz r 

I • ftrequency at peak) 
l of spectrum. · 

If the stellar core remain.S nearly spherical during collapse. its efficiency will be 
exceedingly small; but if the core is rotating rapidly enough that centrifugal 
forces ftatten it and produce tr1aXiallity before the collapse reaches nuclear 
density. the efficiency may be as large as 10-3 (reference :2). It type I superno
vae do involve collapse, they probably rotate rapidly and have the -10-3 

efficiency. Most type II supernovae might rotate slowly and have efficiencies 
many orders ot magrutude smaller than : o-3: but it is possible that many rotate 
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rapidly 

As shown i.n Fig. 13. the "first simple" detectors could detect a supernova tn 
our own galaxy With an amplitude signal-to-noise ratio ot 5 (that required tor a 
one-si.gma detection ot a very rare event). iJ the supernova has an efficiency or 
O.Sx 10-e or larger; and it could detect a supernova in the Andromeda galaxy 
(700 kpc from Earth). i! the et!ic1ency is 1x10-3 The rate o! type II supernovae 
out to Andromeda ts about one every 10 or Z0 years; that or type I is about the 
same; and the rate of silent supernovae could be as high as the highest rates 
estunated tor pulsar births. one each four years. As the detector sensitlVity 
pushes the obsel'"Ved region of space from Andromeda on outward by another 
factor 20, the event rate will go up proportional to the amplitude sensitivtty: and 
thereafter it W'lll go up as the cube ot the amplitude sensitivity (the di!!erence 
bei.ng due to the clumpi.n.g o! galaxies). 

The upshot o! these numbers is that the first simple detectors are i.n a 
range where supernovae o! high et!iciency (-10-3) m.ighl. be seen once every few 
years, and where modest further unprovements o! sensitivtty will push the event 
rate up signiflc antly. 

Coalesce-nee of compact bina:ries (neutran. stars ca1d bl.a.ck h.Dles). Since a 
large traction of all stars a.re Ln close binary systems. the dead remnants of stel
lar evolution may contam a s1gniticant number or btnary systems whose com
ponents are neutron stars or black holes and are close enough together to be 
driven into coalescence by graVitational radiation reaction i.n a time less than 
the age of the universe. The binary pulsar is an example or such a system .. 

As the two bodies in a compact bmary spiral together. they emit periodic 
gravitational waves With a frequency that sweeps upward toward a maxunum. 

I mu ~ 1 kHz tor neutron stars ; 

lOkHz I mu ::=i M
2
/ Mo tor holes wtth the larger one having mass M2 

Since the details o! th.ls frequency sweep are well known from the theory of 
bi.nary stars. l!3 the experimenter can search for such sweeps m hls data. thereby 
increasing hls amplitude signal-to-noise ratio by the square root of the number 
n. of cycles of the waves over wh.J.ch he observes. Si.nee the number of cycles 
spent near frequency f is 

n. - 12 - _5_f:L[ cs lats 
- d.J I d.t - 961i µ. ;-GM/) ' 

_ M1M2 =[reduced) M • M + M =(total] 
µ. • M 1 + M 2 mass · 1 2 lmass · 

and the amplitude at that frequency, rms averaged over all detector or1enta
t1ons and binary orientations. is 

h : ~ ;e [ 1r~':f r ~ , T ii ( dtstance to source) , 
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the et!ective signal strength is 

G(µ.M)ff c 3 [~
vs 

hvn !:=i ~ c2.r rrGM/ · 

Because of thetr broad-band frequency sensitivities. laser interferometer detec
tors W'lll be able to study the details of the frequency sweep of the waves. and 
the details of the ftnal splash waves and rtogdown waves produced in the coales
cence. For some predictions of the characteristics of these waves see reference 
14. 

As shown in Fig. 1.3 the inspiral-and-coalescence stgnal would be detectable 
by the first simple detectors. With an amplitude signal-to-noise ratio of 5, iJ the 
binary were made of two 1. 4 solar-mass neutron stars at tWice the ctistance of 
Andromeda. or two 10 solar-mass black holes at seven times the ctistance of 
Andromeda. The btrth rate of such binaries today probably does not exceed one 
each thousand years out to such ctistances. On the other hand. &alaxies such as 
our own are surrounded by massive dark b.alos that might be made of remnants 
of an ancient population of stars ("Population IlI") wbich formed. burned. and 
died while galaxies were first form.mg. ll5 It is quite possible. thoUih not highly 
likely. th.at one per cent or more of the mass of these b.alos wound up in com
pact binaries that spiral together in times of order the age of the Wliverse; in 
this case. the event rate for coalescences would be of order one per year or 
more. 1:5 

As tor supernovae. so also tor coalescing binaries. as the detectors improve 
beyond the first simple one. the event rate will go up irutially linear With ampli
tude sensitivity; then cubically. 

Pu/.sa.n. A pulsar (rotating neutron star) emits penodic gravitational radia
tion as a result of its deviations from axial symmetry. The strongest waves are 
likely to come ot! at tWice the rotation frequency, thoUih waves can also be pro-
duced at the rotation frequency plus and mmus the precession frequency. 18 At 
tW1ce the rotation frequency the amplitude of the sinusoidal waves depends on 
the pulsar's elliptic tty t (more precisely, the ratio t ot the nona.xisymmetr1c 
part of lts moment of inertia to the a.xisymmetric part). 

h !:=i 10-19£ (/ / 1 kHz)
2 

/ • (gravitational wave frequency). 
(r/ lOkpc) 

Data collected with the first simple detectors for other purposes (e.g 
supernova searches) can also be Fourier analyzed to search for pulsar signals. 
As indicated in Fig. 1.4. by integratln& tor 100 days one could detect a pulsar 
with rotation period 2 msec (gravity-wave frequency 1 kHz) and ellipticity 2x 10-e 
at the ctistance of the galactic center. Little ts known as yet about the number 
of such rapidly rotating neutron stars in our galaxy. However. i! one per cent of 
all neutron stars were born rotattog this rapidly or faster and W1th surf ace mag
netic field strengths of 3x10 11 Gauss or less and With ellipticit1es of 2x10-e or 
larger. then there would be one or more such detectable pulsars in our galaxy 
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today. 

Stocha.stit: backgnn.t:n.d.. Because all plausible sources ot stochast1c back
ground are cosmolo11ca.l. it is coc.veruent to charactenze the bacqround at a 
given trequency I by the total gravity-wave energy density LC. a ba.ndwi.dth 
!:lf = f divided by the energy density reqwred to close the univer3e. Ic. terms ot 
th.is ratio. denoted n,... the square root ot the spectral density ot the wave ampli
tude. h. (/ ) . ts 1iven by 

h. (/) :. (Sx 10-111 v1iz)(l Hz/ I )312 n,..* . 
Tb.Ls root spectral density, multiplied by the square root ot the frequency to 
make it dimens1oc.less, is plotted as a series ot dashed curves in Figure 1. 5 tor a 
Wide r8Jlie ot frequencies ac.d tor n,,, equal to 1. 10 .... and 10-10. 

Fi&ure 1.5 shows that a stochastic background With n,,, ~ 10_. in the 
several-hundred-Hertz ra.cae would be detectable by the drst simple detectors 
With 100 days ot i.n.tearation. This is a rather interest.U:li wave strecct.h; 

Stochastic backgrou:nd /rfJm Papu.J.al:i.tm I II stars. Population IIl stars. i1 
they existed (see above), may llave produced in tbeir death throes araVitational 
waves that superimpose today to form a stocb.utic bac qround. Boc.d and 
Carr15 and others b.ave deduced trom current observations and theory that n.,, 
tor such a background cannot exceed ..... 1 o-s: but values as large as ..... 10-1 a.re 
plausible and would be detectable. 

Stochastic background from inflation. strings. phase transitions. and 
other phenomena in the very early universe. The density fluctuations from 
which galaxies formed are known to have had a magnitude op/ p - 10-4 to 
1 o-6 . A number of proposals have been made in recent years as to how 
these density fluctuations might have originated; e.g. quantum mechanical 
fluctuations amplified by inflation. cosmic strings, and phase transitions. 
These processes typically (but not always) produce. along with galaxy seeds. 
a "Zel'dovich spectrum" of gravitational radiation -- i.e. a spectrum with 
Og,, independent of frequency in the frequency bands of interest for gravity 
wave detectors: and the amplitudes of the waves correspond to Ogw as large 
as - (op/ p),alu:y seeds,...., 10-4 to 1 o-6 . or as small as 10- 14 - depending on 
the scenario. Thus. the first simple detectors will just enter the interesting 
region; and subsequent improvements in sensitivity will push down through 
that region with Ogwoc (amplitude sensitivity)2. (We note in passing that in 
the next few years pulsar timing measurements will also push down through 
this interesting region. but at much lower frequencies f :;; 10-7 sec.) 

A.3. SemitiYlti• of Kore Adnnced Detectors 

The "l.ijht recycl.illi." "light resonatilli", and ant1seismic isolation tecb.
mques outlined in Sec. 1.5.2 show promise ot 1reatly enb.ancllli the performance 
ot 1raVitatioc.al wave detectors over th.at ot tb.e "Orst sunple detectors" 
described above. w~ anticipate pertectiog these tecb.mques in the proposed 
facilities; and that et!ort may well lead to "more advanced detectors" Wlth 
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characteristics someth.mg like the followmg · 17 

Po11 = (laser power) x (photodetector sens1t1vtty) = 100 Watts , 

R =(mirror reftectivtty) = 0.9999, 

light recycling used for burst searches, 

light resonating used for periodic and stochastic searches, 

seismic noise negligible above 10 Hz but debilitating below 10 Hz. 

2'1 

For such apparatus the rms noise levels as functions of frequency are given by 
the lower solid curves of Figures 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 (labeled "possible later experi
ments"). The shot noise li.mlts of these figures were computed trom the follow
ing formulae 17 

h fl. " .i. - 1 8 1 o-22 I b t 
[ 
.. ~(, R 2 Ji [~ 

:::c,,. L11Po :::c ./.. x... lkHz Lor urs s, 

h = .. :::c 1.4xl0-28 for periodic waves. ~
1\. ?..c , -R 2 

11Po1" 

"7' h (f ) = 11"[ ~:;o'j* [ 21;: Rt r "' 1Bx1 o-'a[ llail tor stochastic waves , 

where 

17P0 = lOOWatts , R = 0.9999, '= 107 sec, L = 4km, X = 0.1µ.m. 

The segments of the sensitiVity curves labeled "SQL" are determined by the 
"standard quantum limit" for a tree-mass detector - wbJ.ch sets in when the 
stored laser power becomes so great that light-pressure ductuations compete 
with photon shot noise: 18 

h "' ;;L [ ~ r .. 12x10-
2
•[ 

1 'f2 r for bursts, 

1 [ 21\ r 1 ' -29 [ 1 kHz l h. ~ rr L M/ (/ T)ff. :::c .... 2x 10 I tor per1odlc waves, 

[ ~ff. 1 [~S/4 
"7' h (J ) "' ;; L WJ (,,. ! ~) 114 "' 3x 10-27 J-1 for stoc h.astic waves, 

where 

M =(mirror mass)= 108g, T = 107 sec. L = 4km. 

For periodic and stochastic waves the standard quantum limit can be circum
vented by splitting each mirror-carrying mass into two parts With a suitable 
sprmg between them. 19 However, it is not yet clear how practical tb.J.s is, so the 
"later" sens1tiVitles of Figures 1. 4 and 1. 5 are shown both With and Without the 
standard quantwn lirrut. For burst waves nobody has yet devised a scheme for 
circumventing. the standard quantum limit in laser interferometer detectors 
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(thotJih a potentially viable scheme does exist for bar detectors) 20 

A4 Sources that Could be Detected with 1b.e llore Advanced Detect.ors 

As the detector sensitivities tn the proposed racilities gradually improve, 
they will move downward trom the upper solid curves of Figures 1.3 - 1.5 to the 
lower solid curves. It is almost certain that at some point durmg those improve
ments - possibly right at the begi.nning. and conceivably toward the end -- grav
ity waves will be detected and will begin to be used both for tests of fundamental 
physics and as probes of the universe (Sec. 1.4). As an mdication of the very 
hlgh probability of success. we shall compare the sensitivities of the "more 
advanced detector designs" (lower solld curves) wtth cw-rent estunates of 
source strengths: 

Supernava.e. With the needed amplitude Signal to noise ratio of 5, the more 
advanced designs could detect supernovae With et!iciencies io-t in our Galaxy. 
and io-~ in the Vlrgo cluster of galaxies. This is adequate to be qUite promislilg. 
but in View of the low event rate in our galaxy and the many orders of magnitude 
uncertainty in supernova wave strengths, it is tar trom adequate to guarantee 
success. 

Coalescence of Nrutro1't.·Star Binarias. Here we have a near-certain guaran
tee o! success: Clark, van den Heuvel. and Sutantyo21 have deduced, from obser
vations in our own galaxy. that to see three coalescences of neutron-star 
binaries per year. one must look out to a distance of lOO!l8° Mpc (907. 
confidence). Figure 1.3 indicates that wtth. the more advanced detectors, the 
resultlilg waves could be detected wtth an amplitude signal-to-noise ratio of 5 
(the mmunum needed to pull such a rare event out of Gaussian noise) out to a 
distance of 1.5 Gpc, Le. b.al! way to the edge of the observable uru.verse. Thus, 
the advanced detectors would be 15 times more sensitive than needed. accord
ing to Clark. van den Heuvel. and Sutantyo, for an event rate of 3 per year: and 
their predicted event rate would be one per hour. 21 

Coalescence of Bla.clc-Hole Bina:ries. The more advanced detectors could 
see black-hole coalescences throughout the universe so long as the more mas
sive or the two holes did not exceed 1 OOOMol ( 1 + Z). where Z is the holes· cosmo
logical redsb.ift. Un!ortunately, so little is known about the number of black 
holes and black-hole bmar1es in the universe that the event rate could be any
where between zero and many per day. Current fashlon would StJigest an 
interestingly high rate. 

J=;JJ.sa.rs. Figure 1.4 shows that the "advanced" detectors could detect the 
Crab and Vela pulsars i! their ellipticity 1s 3x io-7 or larger. and the 1.6 msec 
pulsar (PSR1937+21) i1 its ellipticity is ~1x10-9 . It is quite possible that these 
ellipticities lie in these ranges; tor example, the observed slowdowns i1 due to 
gravitat1onal-radiat1on-reaction correspond to ellipticity ""' io-3 for Crab and 
Vela. and 5x10-9 for PSR1937+21. However, it is also possible that the ellipt1c1-
tles are below the observable range. 
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Spi:n:u.p of a neutron sta:r It lS fashionable to believe that the : . 6 mil
lisecond pulsar acqwred its fast rotation by sp1nup due to accretion m a binary 
system. Such spmup is subject to the "Friedman-Schutz L.OStabllity". 22 wherein. 
when the star reaches a critical rotation rate of order that observed for the 1.6 
millisecond pulsar. the bulk of the accretion energy stops spinning up the star 
and starts pouring out as graVitational radiation. The radiation is produced by 
density waves whJ.ch circulate around the neutron star's outer layers at a 
dit!erent speed from the star's rotation. and wb.lch thus radiate at a ditferent, 
lower frequency. (TbJ.s 1s a special case of a general class ot gravitat1onal
radiat1on-reaction instabilities discovered by Chandrasek.b.ar25. which was one of 
the bases for Chandrasekhar's Nobel Prize.) Wagoner-24 has shown that tb.e fre
quency of the resulti.ng gravitational radiation will be a few hundred Hertz. and 
that its amplitude (which ts proportional to the square root of the accret1on
produc.ed x-ray fiux Fz) will be 

h 3x1 o-21[300 Hz] [ Fz Ji 
:::. ... f 1 o-aerg/ cm2 sec 

As shown i.n Fig. 1.4 tb.e "advanced" detectors could detect such a source i! its 
X-ray tiwc were 1t3x10-10 erg cm-2 sec-1 (Seo X·l is 600 times brighter than tbis; 
many others are 10 times brighter). The number of such sources is unknown; tt 
could well be large. and it could be zero. 

Stochastic Ba.ckgrrrun.d.. Figure 1.5 shows that the "advanced detectors" 
could detect a stochastic background in the 10 to 100 Hz band With. cosmological 
density parameter n,,, ~10-n When one recalls that the cosmologically 
interesting region begins at 10-4. one sees tb.at even lf not..biog is seen. it will be 
possible to totally rule out a number of plausible hypotheses tor the seeds of 
galaxy formation and scenarios tor Population Ill stars. Mc .. :over. it is worth 
recalling that the cross section for graVitational waves to interact with matter ts 
so small that waves created tn the big bang at the "Planck tune" or 1 o-.s seconds 
are likely to have propagated unimpeded from then until now Thus. such waves 
are a potential direct observational link (the only such d.t.rect link) to the era 
when the l!lltlal conditions of the universe were set; and 11 no more that 10-11 of 
the universe's energy went mto such waves with present-day frequencies 10 to 
100 Hz (perfectly plausible), the waves could be detected and studied by the 
advanced receivers. 

Sm.siti:uities Required. for High Proba.bil.ity of Detection. 

Of all the above sources. the one in wbich we can have greatest confidence 
is the coalescence of neutron-star binaries. To have 903 confidence of seeing 3 
or more such events per year. one must look out to 200 Mpc distance: 21 and to 
have 903 confidence of seeing the wave burst m the presence of detector noise, 
one must have an amplitude signal to noise ratio of 10. These requirements 
correspond to the sensitivity of the dotted llne near the bottom ot Fig. 1.3. 
Moreover. at tbJ.s sens1tlvity it seems quite likely that some ot the other sources 
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descrtbed above will be detected. Thus. we regard this as a benchmark sens1-
tmty level at which the probability of detect~ gravity waves 1s very high. 
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AppendixB. 

NEW CONCEPTS IN IN1ERl"EROllETRIC GRAVITATIONAL WAVE DETECTION TECH
NIQUES 

B.1. Introduction. 

The graVi.tational wave detection facilities whose design is proposed here 
represent a considerable step up Lo scale rrom present lllStrumeots. and the 
corresponding step up Ill sens1tiV1ty is. we beileve. sufficient its el! to fully justlfy 
the project. We a11t1c1pate. however. a much bigger 1.mprovemeot m overall per
formance than this. for these facilities will enable a number of new concepts to 
be exploited which should greatly enhance experiment sensitiVity and sc1e11tl.tic 
productiVi.ty. Many or these ideas were initially conceived in early work in Glas
gow and in more recent work at Caltech where available vacuum systems are too 
small in baseline or in beam p1pe diameter to make them practical; but they 
could in principle bn.ng major beneO.ts L1l a system of the scale of the proposed 
LlGO. 

Some of the concepts have already been brietly outlined in earlier section.s 
or tbis Proposal: here we will give more details to indicate how these schemes 
may be carried out in practice, and we will introduce some additioc.al concepts. 

B.2. New Interferometer Concepts 

(a.) Enh.a:n.cement of Smsitivi.ty by "Light Recycling" 

The basic idea here has already been outlined in Section 1.5.2. The 
optimum storage tune for light L1l the arms of a multlreftectioo interferometer 
corresponds approximately to h.aJ1 the period of the gravity wave, and il the IIUr

rors used have low losses, correspoodll:lg to a time constant much longer than 
this, then most of the llght entering the interferometer system leaves it from 
the unused side of the beamspiitter. This light may be returned to the system by 
an add1t1onal mirror. and i1 the optical paths and the transmission of th.ls mi.rror 
are correctly adjusted to maximize the total stored light fiu.x then a useful 
improvement in the photon shot noise limit to sen.s1tlV1ty may be obtamed 
Without degrading the bandwidth of the system.'' Delay-line Michelson and 
Fabry-Perot versions of thls arrangement are shown. in prmc1ple. m Figure : . SA 
(Section 1.5.2). 

In practice it will be i.mportant to m.llll.mlze optical losses in all components 
Within the whole resonant system. We know that losses in small diameter mir

rors currently used in the Caltech prototype are sufficiently small. Io the proto
type interferometers we have used a high frequency phase modulation techruque 
to shift the sensitive phase measurement away from frequencies where mtens1ty 
noise from the laser is tmportant. and m one s1.mple arra.ngement this ts done by 
pockels cell phase modulators (indicated by Pl and P2 in Figure l.6A). Unfor
tunately some ot these modulators have losses of a few percent. and they may 
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exbib1t refractive mdex changes and other probiems at tugh light mtens1t1es. We 
therefore propose to use a dl.t!erent modulation technique m a recycling mter
ferometer. and one possible arrangement is shown m Figure B. :. for the case ot 
a Fabry-Perot system. Here the mam interferometer is unmodulated. and a 
low-i.ntens1ty auxiliary beam coherent With the mput beam is phase modulated 
at a suitable radio frequency a.c.d caused to uiterfere with the residual output, 
which is also arranged to have very low intensity. With suitable control of optical 
phase, amplitude and depth of modulation ot the auxiliary beam (using morutor
i.n.g photodJ.odes orrutted from the dl.agram for sunpllcity) th.ls arrangement can 
provi.de the type of low-loss system required. A stmllar arrangement can also be 
used wtth a recycling delay-line Michelson uiterferometer. 

Figure B.1 also illustrates the use of separate test masses supper~ just 
the cavi.ty mirrors at the i.nner ends of the two interferometer arms. This 
enables the critical test masses to have a sunple compact geometry wblch 
makes it possible to arrange that the lowest internal mechanical resonance in 

these masses occurs well above the graVitational wave frequencies of interest, 
and has a high quality factor. Effects of internal thermal noise are thus min.lm
ized near the gravitational wave frequencies. This technique, suggested from 
Caltech and Muruch independently. has proved very et!ect1ve Ul reducing noise i.n 
prototype interferometers. 

(0) Enh.a:ncern.ent of Sensitivity for PerLod:i.c Signa.Ls 

A technique tor improvtn& the photon shot notse Lunit to the sensitivity of 
an interferometric detector for periodic gravitational waves has been outlined in 
Section 1.5.2. In th.ls technique4 the optical phase signal ts made to interchange 
between the two arms of the interferometer in synchrorusm With the gravita
tional wave inducing it, so that the si.gnal builds up linearly With time over the 
total time that light is stored wtthm the system. Methods tor acblevm.g th.ls LO. 

both delay-lme Michelson and Fabry-Perot mterferometers are illustrated. m 
prmc1ple, in Figure 1. 6B. 

As m the other mterlerometers it ts useful to employ a hl.gh-frequency 
modulation techruque to reduce et!ects ot laser mtensity noise, and it is desir
able to keep any modulation Pockels cells out ot the mam high power beams. 
One possible arrangement for m optically resonattng Fabry-Perot system is md.i
cated schematically m Figure B.2 and aga.m a similar method can be used in a 
delay-line interferometer. 

In analyzing the operation of the Fabry-Perot system. the two optical caVi
tles may be considered as a coupled system With two resonant modes. The lower 
resonance may be chosen to match the frequency of the laser light. and the 
upper resonance arranged to match the upper sideband of the signal mduced by 
the graVitat1onal wave, so tbat both resonances play a part LO. enh.anctc.g the out
put signal. 

The improvement m sensitivi.ty achlevable for a period.re si.gnal by optically 
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Figure B.l A practical method of recycling light within a 
Fabry-Perot cavity in which the Pockels cell 
modulator is placed outside the cavities to reduce 
losses. 
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Figure B.2 A low-loss method for enhancing the sensitivity of 
a Fabry-Perot antenna for periodic signals. 
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resonant systems is given approximately by the ratio of the total storage tune 
achieved to the period of the graVltational wave, and can be very large m a long 
baseline detector. For example. the amplitude sen.s1t1vity for a fixed frequency 
stgnal such as a millisecond pulsar might be enhanced by two orders ot magm
tude, corresponding to a power sensrtlVlty tmprovement by a factor ot 10000. 

The photon shot noise limlt to sensitlVlty for gravitational wave aux in a 
resonant interferometer of this type varies as the square of the ratio of mirror 
losses to arm length. so low loss mirrors are even more important here than for 
pulse searches. Ttl.ls type of search also benefits most rapidly from mcreases in 
interferometer baseline. and 11 stochastic noLSe forces acting on the test masses 
can be made small enough to be urumportant then the requirements of periodic 
gravtty wave searches using resonant interferometers are themselves strong 
reasons for makJ.n& the baseline or a gravitational wave interferometer as long as 
pract1cable. 

The bandWidth over which resonant enhancement takes place is determined 
by the overall light storage time, and l1l practice is likely to be a few Hertz. In a 
search for a periodic signal ot known frequency a suitable cob.erent integration 
would be preformed in the analysis of the data trom the interferometer to nar
row the etfective bandWi.dth and enhance sensitivity further. 

(c) An A/.tern.a.tWe Jnterfrrom.ater System. 

The techniques for enh.anci.ng interferometer sensitivity described above 
were initially conceived under the stimulus of the realu:ation that mirrors of the 
type developed for laser gyroscopes could give extremely long light storage 
times if applied to Long-baseline Fabry-Perot cavtt1es; but. as shown. the ideas 
are applicabie to Michelson mterferometers also. In tact the basic Fabry-Perot 
and delay-line Michelson mterferometers have many common properties · as 
well as individual advantages and disadvantages. Other multiret1ectlon systems 
are useable, however. and it may be noted that a tbJ.rd type of mterterometer. 
the frequency-tagged interferometer. was recently suggested independently at 
both Caltech and MIT. In tb.ls system. the light i.n each arm of a basic Michelson 
interferometer bounces back and forth in each arm of the graVitatlonal wave 
detector between a distant mirror which 1s surular to that used for a Fabry
Perot cavity, and an mboard ret1ectiog system on one of the central masses 
which is itself made up trom a frequency-selective system such as a smaller 
Fabry-Perot cavity. The light within the arm is made to sbi.tt in frequency on 
each pass through the system. so that after entering at a frequency correspond
ing to one mode ot the input Fabry-Perot it becomes trapped until it has made 
enough passes for its frequency to match another mode of the L.oput cavity, at 
which time it escapes. Thus a system g1vmg a discrete number of refiect1ons is 
achieved with mirrors or small diameter. The frequency shitting could be 
obtained in several dit!erent ways: Doppler shitting by moving one of the mir
rors has been suggested at Caltech. and use of electro-optic or acousto-optic 
devices within the arms has been suggested at MIT 
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At present it is not clear 11 this "compact delay-lme" type of interferometer 
has si.gni..ficant advantages over the systems already beq developed. It may 
prove useful should light scattering be an unmanageable problem or 11 
d.ilficultles arise i.n achlevmg high power sunultaneously Wl.th good frequency sta
bility. Th.ts concept is mentioned here i.n part to indicate that new ideas con
tmue to arise i.n this field, and we feel it is important that the large-scale 
vacuum facilities being proposed be made sutnc1ently ftenble to accommodate a 
Wl.de range of optical systems. 

B.3. Techniques for lmproYing Discrimjnation Again.tit Other Phenomena 

We now move from new optical techniques capable of givtng greatly 
improved sensitlVlty i.n the mterferometers which form the heart of the detec
tors, to further new methods for s1.gru.ticantly i.mproVin& the detection system as 
a whole. 

Et!ective discrtmi.nation against all kinds or spurious phenomena is a criti
cal aspect of any gravitational wave experiment. A pnme te.cb.nique has been, 
and remains, the use of two or more detection i.nstru.ments at Widely separated 
sites. This is crucial i.n establishing the eXistence of gravity wave bursts and 
furthermore is reqw.red tor gaining information on the positions of gravitational 
wave sources. The coincidence method can be usefully supplemented by detec
tion tech.ciques wb.lch themselves give discrimJ.D.at1on againSt spurious distur
bance at each site. Several new methods for i.mprovmg this aspect of the exper
iments have been arrived at durmg the course of the interferometer develop
ment at Glasgow, Caltech. and MIT. and we will br1efty summarize here some 
which may improve experiments done usmg the proposed facilities. 

(a.) Red:u.ction. of Seismic Noise by Di.f!erm.tiaJ. Mon.itori:n.g cm.d Coherent Dr-W1:n.g 
of Test Mass Suspensian. Potn.ts 

The test masses for our prototype m.terferometric gravttat1onal wave detec
tors have been suspended by sets of three or four tbm Wl.res, and for frequenctes 
around : kHz these suspensions alone give large attenuation of seismic noise at 
frequencies away from wi.re resonances. The addition of relatively simple pas
sive isolation by stacks of alternate layers of rubber and lead Within the vacuum 
tanks • techniques wb.lch have been Wl.dely used and found satisfactory Wlth 
resonant bar gravitational wave detectors - can give isolation at these frequen· 
cies which is adequate for current experiments at least. At lower frequencies. 
however. the i.ncreasLDg amplitude of seismic noise together Wl.th the decreasmg 
attenuation given by a mass-spring Lsolator makes simple passive isolation sys
tems of this type inadequate, and transmission of seismic noise LS likely to l.l.rrut 
the interferometer performance below a few hundred Hertz With ensti.ng passive 
suspension systems. In addition to the qeveiopment of active seismic tsolation 

~.s d.oc .. '°"11-C, systems discussed in the mam body of '"" .... another method for i.mprov· 
ing rejection of seismic noise was proposed Ill Glasgow m 1976. Here an awa.liary 
interferometer ts set up between the upper pcm.ts of attachment of the suspen· 
sion Wl.res, a.c.d the output of thls mterterometer ts fed back to a piezoelectric 
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transducer whl.ch drives one of the suspension potnts. so that the difference in 
distance between the suspension pol.CltS of the masses in each arm remains con
stant. Thus the suspension points are forced to move in a highly correlated way. 
and if the Wl.re letliths and test masses are suitably matched the seisIIl.lc distur
bances should cancel out, at least to first order. Indeed. it can be shown that if 
the sensitivity ot th.Ls setsmic monitor l.Clterferometer is as good as that ot the 
ma.in interferometer. then se1sm.lc noise can in principle be made urumportant 
at all frequencies above a few times the frequency of the pendulum mode reso
nance ot the test masses. typically of order 1 Hz. In practice it would be cill!icult 
to achieve isolation as good as this because of limitations of servo loop gain in a 
system wi.th many mecharucal resonances and also because of high-order cou
plings of seismic noise trom other degrees ot freedom. However. a useful 
improvement in low frequency isolation seems more easily obtained by this 
method than by other active systems. and in addition the residual error signal 
trom the moniton.ng interferometer could be used tor some turtb.er seismic 
co1se compensation duril:li subsequent data analysis, as well as providing a 
check for unusually large disturbances penetrating the passive isolation. 

For modest improvements in isolation the monitorlll& interferometer can 
be a relatively stm.ple one. possibly just a single-pass Michelson USizl& low laser 
power. and the small beam diameter required could be accommodated fairly 
easily in vacuum pipes of the diameter proposed tor the LIGO. · 

(b) Dlscri.m:i:n.a.ticm Aga:i:nst LacaJ. Dlsturbcrn.ces By Use of HaJ./- a:nd. Fidl-1.rn.gth 
/'nter/eroms ters 

Experience With resonant bar gravitational wave detectors as well as With 
prototype laser l.Clterferometer detectors has shown that such instruments usu
ally give stgru.ftcant numbers of spunous output pulses wbich form a serious 
background tor gravity wave pulse searches. These may come trom many 
sources. including release of strain in the test masses. mode hops in the laser. 
outbursts of gas from the walls of the vacuum pipes. seismic disturbances. and 
(at low frequencies) changing gravitational gradients due to moVing local 
objects. Morutors tor many of these phenomena will be used LCl the UGO to 
reject spurious pulses; but the most powerful single method ot d.iscrmunat1on 
againSt such effects Will come from the cross correlation of data trom the two 
wtdely separated sites. TbJ.s cross correlat1on may well involve a real time, wtde 
bandwtdth data link. 

It the rate of spurious pulses is bigh. cross correlation of data trom only two 
detectors may be inadequate and there may be a need for tncreastng the 
number of independent detectors. The obvious solution. givec. an unconstrained 
budget. would be to construct independent detecting systems at the same and 
at many ditferent sites. In the absence of many sites. however. one can still 
improve the discr1mmation somewhat, as well as the capability to perform diag
nostic studies of noise sources. by runni!li a paJ.r of interferometers at each site 
arratlied to give signals related to one another in a known way. An economical 
solution is possible i1 the interferometers use optics sufficiently compact to 
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accommodate two or more separate interferometer beams alongside one 
another W'lthlll the same vacuum system. If one i.nterferometer ts made to span 
halt the length or each arm or the vacuum system. then a comparison or stgnals 
from thts half-length i.nterferometer and from the rulHength one. wb.J.cb. tor a 
large-amplitude gravity wave should be in the ratio 1:2. can discnmm.ate agamst 
many types ot spurious phenomena. In particular. bursts or gas from the 
vacuum pipe walls and cbanges in. gravitational gradients trom local movtng 
objects would give strain si.gnals in. the two mterferometers typically not i.n thls 
ratio; and pulses due to mode hops or other transient optical effects would be 
unlikely to be coin.c1dent 11 separate lasers were used. Thus. these types of 
phenomena could be reJected. at least tor signals large compared W'lth system 
noise. Important additional data would be available on candidate gravitational 
wave events. tor the stgnature ot a graVitational wave burst would have to 
include match.mg waveforms trom the full- and b.al!-length interferometers at 
each. site, with their displacement amplitudes in the ratio of 2: 1. and in. general 
it would be wili.kely for disturbances to mimic this. 

Halt-length interferometers. together with. full-length ones, could be usetul 
i.n other ways. In particular. they would speed up investigations of noise sources 
and racilitate the general debuggi.Og of the apparatus by proVidi.ng some 
discrim.Lnation between various spurious phenomena. 

B.4. On the Design and Uses of the IJGO at later Stages 

A key aspect of our present conceptual design of the LIGO is the require
ment (Sec. 2.1) that it be easily upgradable to support three or more simultane
ous investtgatlons -- largely by the construction ot additional Ln.strumentation 
chambers in the vacuum system. In this section we shall describe some of our 
tentative thoughts about the design and uses of the LJGO after such upgrades 
have been performed. 

If it turns out that the stretliths or tb.e gravitational waves are near the 
lower solid curves of figures :.3 - :.5 ("advanced detector" curves) rather than 
near the upper solld curves ("first sunple detector" curves). then the LlGO facili
ties may still be in a search phase when they reach an upgraded form. In thts 
section we shall focus attention largely on this possibility - so that the reader 
can see that i.n the most pess1mtst1c of situations there ts a great richness of 
possibilities i.nherent m the proposed LIGO. 

(a.) Opera.tio-n of Se1.Jera.L ln.terferom.eters with:i-n a. Si-ngle Va.cuum System 

The evacuated beam pipes tor a long-baseline interferometer and the ciVil 
eilii.neering associated Wi.th them dominate the cost of the whole system. so it is 
desirable to use them as i.ntensively as practicable. The half- and full-length 
m.terferometer system outlined above [Sec. B.3(b)] is a special case of a more 
general concept of multiple use of beam pipes wb.lch bas gradually developed 
aloili with the practical development of Fabry-Perot i.nterferometers W'lth their 
compact beams. This opens interesting new poss1bilit1es. It could obviously 
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provide useful redundancy in sunple experiments, but. more tmportantly. tt can 
make practical highly et!ic1ent simultaneous searches for several di.f!erent types 
or gravitational wave signal. The optimum design or test masses tor an i.nter
ferometr1c detector depends on the tune scale of the signals being sought. Th.ts 
i.s because at low frequencies thermal noise comes mostly from the pendulum 
mode of the suspension and iS reduced by use or a large mass; while at higher 
frequencies thermal noise from tnternal modes tends to be dor:ni.na.c.t. and may 
be reduced by use of small masses, giV1Ilg high frequencies for tnternal reso
nances and possiblllties of fabrication from low-loss material such as monocry
stal sapphire. Thus higher et!ective sensitivity may be obtamed by operating 
sunultaneously Wlth a number or relatively specialized test masses mstead of 
Wlth a sinile one whose design is more ot a compromise. Further. the new i.nter
ferometer techniques outlined above in B.2.(a) and (b) give possibllities of large 
improvements in sensitivity for both Wldeband and periodic Signals. With the 
maximum improvements achieved by matching the optical system to the Signal 
being sought. Again. greatly unproved overall performance may be obtamed by 
use of a number of di.t!erent types of receiver elements instead ot any Single 
one. The simultaneous use of a number of ditferent interferometer beams and 
test masses witb.in a SiIJile vacuum system makes this ec.b.anced performance 
achievable at much lower cost and with higher emciency th.an it separate 
vacuum systems were employed. Schematic diagrams of possible arrangements 
are shown in Figures B.3 and B.4. 

It may be useful to comment briedy on the arrangement shown in Figure 
B.4 - wb.J.ch is just an illustrative layout. The system shown accommodates three 
sizes of test masses, for dit!erent frequency ranges. Wlth a full- and a halt-length 
interferometer for each range. In each interferometer the central mass is split 
up into three parts. The prime location is at the intersection ot the long beam 
pipes. and in this arrangement the support masses tor the beamsplitters of two 
of the tnterferometers are located there, wtth the corresponding test masses 
located Ul the adjacent tanks. forward of the central tank. Two further sets ot 
tanks are shown here: tanks housing smaller. high-frequency test masses for
ward or the central tank. and tanks housing larger low-frequency test masses 
behind it. Beam.splitter assemblies are housed in a third tank in each set, 
located on the diagonal plane of symmetry between the two arms. This type of 
layout maxmuzes the particularly valuable space on the diagonal plane. wtuch ts 
required tor optical elements such as beam.splitters which must be equidistant 
from their associated test masses. The Wldths of the pipes on the diagram are 
greatly exaggerated to make the beam paths clearer. and although the diagram 
may look cluttered. the number of test masses and beams shown could be easily 
fitted in With beam ptpes 48 inches Ln diameter. arms 4 km long and hght of 
wavelength 514 nm. usmg Fabry-Perot or compact delay-line optics. 

In fact there is room. when required. for additional beams associated Wlth 
at least two further sets of masses, which could be accommodated by adding a 
further set of three tanks in front of the corner assembly, and another set of 
three tanks behJ.nd it. A tank to give more room for test masses at the end and 
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F'l.gure B. 3 Example of a possible type or multiple lnterrerometer system. Ini
tially ocly some of the masses might be installed. Further masses-and possibly 
more tb.a.n those shown here, to tacilitate periodic searches-aught be added 
later. (Note diagram is highly schematic and not to scale: light beams would be 
closely packed to fit With.in the single vacuum pipe tor each arm.) 
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Figure B.4 An example of how large diameter (~l m) pipe can be exploited to 
operate many interferometers simultaneously. Depicted here are 
three seperated detectors, optimized for low frequency (' 100 Hz), 
high frequency(> lkHz), and wideband operation. Each detector 
consists of four interferometers full-length and half-length for 
main beams monitoring the suspended masses as well as auxilliary 
beams for monitoring the suspension points. 
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mid stations might be added also Such a full utilization of the beam ptpes would 
probably only be reached at a late stage l.D. the use of the installation. and would 
reql.llre some shan.ng of se1sm1c momtoring beams among dlt!erent sets of test 
masses. We certainly are not proposLD.g that a system as elaborate as this be 
built early l.D. the development of the LIGO; however, when pla.nni.ng fac1lit1es of 
th.ls type it is unportant to consider the possibilities tor future expansion. 

{b) Optim.izatian. of System. .Design for V'1riaus Phases in its Operation 

The experimental work we foresee for the UGO aught be regarded as havi.ng 
two partially overiappi.ng phases: the tirst phase bel.Ili the exploratory search 
phase leading to the unambiguous detection of graV1tat1onal rac:liatlon from one, 
or more. types ot source; and the second being the detailed study and investiga
tion of the gravitational wave signals and the development of gravity wave 
astronomy as a mature subject. Throughout each phase there would be a con
tinuing development and refinement ot interferometer designs to give succes
sive improvements in sensitivtty and performance. 

In planning the facilities we place prime importance on the first phase. the 
search phase. and on methods tor acb.levtng the discovery of graV'itationa.l rac:lia
tion With minimum overall cost. Once the waves are clearly detected we would 
expect that there Will be little d.it!iculty in justifyl..og what additional funding may 
be reqwred tor the et!ective and rapid development of the field. and for the 
present we let that second phase look after itself. 

Our present expectations about gravitational wave sources and anticipated 
detector performance. summarized in Section 1 ot th.ts Proposal. tndicate that 
the probability of discovery of gravity-wave signals is likely to depend strongly 
on the sens1t1V1ty of the search performed. And it may be noted here that the 
achieved sensitivi.ty of an expert.mental search does not just depend on the sen
sitlV1ty per unit bandWidth ot the detectors themselves: it ts a function also of 
the duration of the experunent, or. more generally of the amount ot information 
analyzed. Increasing either search duration or number of detectors employed 
may improve the overall sensitivity or depth of the search. Thus tncreasing the 
number ot vacuum tanks and operating tnterferometers m the facilities may 
s1gruticantly improve the chances of detecting graV1ty waves. 

Arriving at an optimum balance between all the parameters descr1b1ng the 
facilities mvolves many factors, some not accurately known. And usi.ng more 
interferometers does LD.crease receiver construction costs somewhat - although 
we would expect to mi.rumJ.ze interferometer development et!ort and construc
tion costs by desigrung an mterferometer With many common elements. so that 
wtth only mmor changes it can be used tn dit!erent types of experiments - see 
Figure B.5. From a prelirrunary analysis tala.ng all the factors into account. one 
ot the PI's (RWPD) concludes that for a search phase three sets of operating 
i.nterferometers at each facility may be near optimum: and if gravi.tat1onal waves 
are not detected in the initial variant of the LlGO, we would plan to add instru
mentation chambers to permit such operations. 
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(c) Note on Ouera.U. System Ou.tlinad here 

Putt.Lng together the various new exper1mental techruques and tdeas out
lined above. along W1th encouragl.Oi results from prototype experiments W1tb. 
tow-loss rr..irrors. leads to a concept for a complete mterterometrtc gravttat1onal 
wave detection system W1th very interest.mg features: high sens1tmty (bottom 
curves of Figures :.3. :4. and : 5). great ftexib1llty. good discrurunat1on aga.i.nst 
spurious phenomena. and potent1al for high sc1enti.tic productmty nus concept 
for a complete gravttat1onal wave detection system ts an attractive long-range 
goal for our proposed UGO rac1llt1es 
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A proposed ccnf igucation for a 
high sensitivity wideband gravity 
wave d~tector using light 
recycling. 
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A proposed configuration for an 
optically resonant gravitational 
wave detector for very high 
sensicivicy in a narrow bandwidth. 
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Figure B.5 Gravitational wave detectors designed for different ty?eS 

of experiments, but arranged co have many components in common. 

(Diagrams are schematic and show principal features only.) 
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APPENDIX C 
PROTOTYPE RECEIVER RESEARCH AT MIT AND CALTECH 

C.1 The MIT Prototype Receiver 

The prototype interferometric antenna at MIT is a Michelson interferometer 
with 1.5 meter arms in which the beams are folded to increase the light storage 
time. The antenna is operated to hold a single fringe by means of feedback to 
optical and mechanical controllers. The feedback signal is the antenna output. 
A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure C.1.1. 

C.1.1 Description of the Apparatus 

C.1.1.1 Light Source 

The light source is an argon ion laser operating at 514 nm. The laser is op
erated in a single radial and longitudinal mode, and the light output is 1/2 watt. 
After leaving the laser the instantaneous line width of the light is broadened to 
a Lorentzian line of about 1 GHz width using an electro-optic modulator driven 
by periodic random noise. This frequency broadening suppresses the interfer
ence modulation of the main beam in the interferometer by scattered light. The 
scattered light will generally have taken different times than the main beam 
to reach the output of the interferometer. Due to the frequency brnadening 
the interference between the scattered light and the main beam will undergo 
rapid phase fluctuations which result in an amplitude noise spectrum that can 
be made as small as the shot noise in the scattered intensity. The technique 
requires that the interferometer be held near the zero path length difference 
fringe. The precision of the pa,th length equality is determined by the amount of 
scattering. The amplitude stabilizer which is shown in Figure C.1.1 was found 
to be unnecessary, and it has been removed. 

The laser light is injected into the interferometer by way of an assembly of 
spatial mode matching lenses and a single mode optical fiber. The fiber, a few 
meters long, serves to isolate the laser's mechanical noise from the interferometer 
and, more importantly, to reduce the noise from laser beam position and angle 
fluctuations that would be converted to phase fluctuations at the output of the 
interferometer due to imperfect alignment of the instrument. 

C.1.1.2 Interferometer 

The optical cavities in the interferometer arms are defined by spherical 
mirrors which are attached to masses suspended on pendula with periods of two 
seconds. At frequencies large compared to the pendulum resonance frequencies, 
the masses are free in inertial space and isolated from external acoustic and 
seismic perturbations. Capacitive displacement sensors for all six degrees of 
freedom of each of the three masses are used to drive electrostatic controllers 
to critically damp the pendula without adding noise in the gravitational wave 
frequency band. The interferometer is operated in a vacuum of 10-7 mm Hg, 
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maintained by ion pumps, to reduce gas pressure fluctuation forces on the masses 
and index of refraction changes in the optical paths. 

On entering the vacuum, the light is split by a 50/50 beam splitter and then 
enters the interferometer arms through holes in the mirrors. The light traverses 
each arm 56 times and emerges through the same hole by which it entered. 
The multi-pass geometry, formed by spherical mirrors, is called a Herriott delay 
line. The number of beam transits is determined by the mirror radii and their 
separation. When properly aligned, the optical path length is first order sensitive 
to mirror displacements along the optic axis, but sensitive to all other motions 
only in second order. After leaving the delay line the light passes through 
AD*P electro-optic modulators (Pockel's cells), one in each arm, and then is 
recombined. The beam from the symmetric output port of the interferometer 
is measured at a photodetector. The beam from the antisymmetric output 
port is coupled into a single mode optical fiber. This serves to increase the 
interferometer contrast by spatially filtering the output beam. At present, the 
interferometer contrast with the output coupler is 99.3%. The output of this 
fiber is then measured at a photodetector. 

C.1.1.3 Fringe Interrogation and Servo System 

In order to determine the fringe motion a 5.3 MHz phase modulation is 
impressed onto the beams by the electro-optic modulators. When the interfer
ometer is at a symmetry point of a fringe the photodetector output contains 
only signals at even harmonics of this frequency. If the fringe moves from the 
symmetry point the photocurrent contains a signal at the fundamental with 
amplitude proportional to the fringe motion and phase determined by the di
rection. These signals, after synchronous detection and filtering, are returned 
to the electro-optic phase modulators and the mass electrostatic controllers to 
hold the interferometer on a fixed fringe. This servo loop signal is used as the 
interferometer data output. The fringe interrogation scheme serves to move the 
fringe signals above the 1/f noise in the laser amplitude, amplifiers and pho
todetectors. The technique of locking to a fringe suppresses the effect of gain 
variations and laser amplitude fluctuations. It also enables the interferometer to 
operate near the condition for equal optical path length in the two arms which 
is required to reduce the noise due to laser frequency fluctuations. 

C.1.1.4 Data Collection 

The data taking system operates at data sampling rates up to 100 kHz to 
magnetic disk and up to 20 kHz to disk or magnetic tape. The data are taken 
with two A/D's. A slow A/D, multiplexed to sample 64 channels, is used to take 
data from slow servos such as the mass dampers. A fast A/D samples the output 
of the interferometer and can be multiplexed to eight channels. For diagnostic 
purposes, the data taking system is sometimes bypassed in favor of a frequency 
analyzer connected to the data output of the interferometer. 

C.1.2 Present Performance and Data Analysis 
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Figure C.1.3 shows a recent frequency spectrum of the noise output from 
the MIT prototype interferometer. The spectrum shows a noise plateau of 5 x 
10-15 cm/ ffz at frequencies above 3 kHz. This spectrum was taken with 9 mA 
of photocurrent, and the shot noise limit under these conditions was calculated 
to be about 2 x 10-15 cm/ ffz. 

Fifteen hours of data collected in June, 1985, have been analyzed for gravi
tational wave signals. This data sample has a strain sensitivity of 5 x 10-14 for 
burst sources at periods of less than one millisecond and 2 x 10- 19 for periodic 
sources. Burst searches were accomplished by fitting to pulse templates. The 
data after filtering had a gaussian distribution to 6u and a non-gaussian tail at 
this level. The analysis for periodic sources is being completed on a subset of 
this data with a strain sensitivity of 10-18 for sources with periods of less than 
300 µs, and about 10-17 for sources with periods between 300 µs and 1 ms. 

C.1.3 Current Efforts and Near-Term Plans 

C.1.3.1 Improvements to 1.5 Meter Prototype 

Efforts to understand and to reduce the sources of noise in the 1.5 meter 
prototype will continue. There is clearly excess noise above the calculated shot 
noise level. In the past half year a detailed program has been carried out to de
termine the sources of the noise in various frequency bands of the noise spectrum 
shown in Figure C.1.3. The method has been to excite noise driving terms so 
that their effect (transfer function of the noise to the output of the interferom
eter) can be determined. For example, the low frequency (f ~ 100 Hz) noise is 
entirely attributable to building noise fed through the suspension system. Noise 
at frequencies between 100 Hz and 2 kHz is primarily due to acoustic coupling 
through acoustically driven misalignment of the input optics. The noise above 2 
kHz is due in part to the excess amplitude noise impressed upon the light by the 
random phase modulation needed to suppress scattering in the apparatus. Con
tinuing work in the 1.5 meter prototype is primarily dedicated to reducing noise 
at frequencies above one kilohertz. New optical components will be installed in 
the 1.5 meter prototype before work begins on the five meter prototype. These 
new optical components will reduce loss and scattering, hopefully improving the 
performance at frequencies above one kilohertz. To improve the low frequency 
performance will require work on damped suspension systems and better acous
tic isolation, which are difficult to implement in the existing small prototype. 
These will be done in the new five meter system when it becomes available. 

C.1.3.2 The 5 Meter Prototype 

A new prototype interferometer is under construction at MIT. This new 
interferometer will have vacuum tanks which are large enough to permit devel
opment and testing of large scale optical components and suspension systems. 
A decision has been made to build the new interferometer within the present 
laboratory, and thus to limit its arm length to five meters, rather than to build 
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a longer interferometer at a more remote location. This will be the last proto
type interferometer built at MIT before the large baseline interferometers are 
constructed in Maine and California. 

The new prototype will serve as a test of some of the vacuum technology 
presently planned for the LIGO project. In particular, the cleaning techniques, 
pumping strategy and vacuum seal technology will be investigated. In addition 
to the three vacuum tanks which will be placed in a Michelson configuration, 
there will be a fourth vacuum tank for suspension components that need to be 
tested in vacuum. The new prototype is being designed to accomodate both 
Nd:YAG lasers at 1.06 micron and argon lasers at 514 nm. 

C.1.3.3 Optical Component Research 

Two Nd:YAG lasers are in operation. A rod laser, operating at eight 
watts in a single spatial mode, shows performance approaching shot noise at 
frequencies above one megahertz at a detected optical power of approximately 
50 milliwatts. A slab laser is being developed in a collaborative effort between 
MIT/ Caltech and GE. To date, the slab laser has achieved a power output of 
40 watts multi-mode at a wavelength of 1.06 micron. The problem of frequency 
stabilizing the slab laser is under investigation. One possibility is to use a small, 
diode-pumped laser as a frequency reference. 

Optical fibers with core diameters of 10, 12.5, and 15 microns have been 
developed. These large core diameters are needed to handle the higher optical 
intensities which are generated. The 10 micron fibers are single mode at 514 
nm, and work is continuing to demonstrate single mode behavior of these fibers 
at 1.06 micron with Nd:YAG lasers. 

Electro-optic modulators which can handle high intensities are under study. 
KTP has been characterized, and it appears to be suitable for the high frequency 
modulators used in an interferometer. Large crystals are unavailable at present, 
but they are expected to become available in the near future. Older crystals 
exhibit an unacceptably high absorption due to iron impurities, but the newer 
crystals which are being manufactured do not have such high impurity concen
trations. 

Integrated optics chips using waveguide optics are under development for 
use as position sensors. these will have applications in both active and passive 
suspension systems which require high sensitivity (10- 13 cm/ffz) combined 
with large dynamic range. The development of these devices is being carried 
out in conjunction with Dr. Leonard Johnson at Lincoln Laboratory. Tests 
of a Mach-Zender interferometer integrated optics chip have demonstrated shot 
noise limited performance at 2.5 milliwatts driven by a 1.3 micron diode laser. 
Chips using the same technology are being made at Lincoln for the position 
sensors. These will be phase modulated Michelon interferometers containing 
graded index lenses, a beamsplitter, phase modulators and fiber pigtails, all 
mounted in the same chip. Hopefully, this technology will eventually become 
sufficiently inexpensive so that active isolation systems can use them for each 
degree of freedom. 



Several efforts are under way toward the development of components exclu
sively for the LIGO. The optical properties of long delay lines are being investi
gated. The delay line used in the existing prototype interferometer relies upon 
geometric separation of the beams in a circular pattern on the mirrors using a 
reentrant path. If this geometry is scaled to a four kilometer delay line, then the 
mirrors need to be 62 or 87 cm in diameter for 0.5 or 1 micron light, respectively. 
The equal path length condition would require that the mirror sagitta be equal 
to about 100 Angstroms, and the angle between entrance and exit beams would 
be of order 100 microradians. Alternative delay line geometries are being studied 
via computer modeling. For example, non-reentrant delay lines can be made by 
separating the entrance and exit apertures, but this results in the loss of some 
of the symmetry advantages of the reentrant delay line. Delay lines which fill 
the mirror space more efficiently can be made using astigmatic mirrors. 

Mirror manufacturers have been consulted about the problems involved in 
making mirrors with the figure tolerances and mechanical properties which are 
required. Silicon, which exhibits high Q and high transverse speed of sound, 
may be a suitable material. Silicon blanks are being ground (at no cost to 
the collaboration), and scattering measurements· will be performed at MIT. A 
potential solution to the figure tolerance problem is to servo the mirror figure, 
and this will be tested in the five meter prototype. 

The problem of scattered light in a large delay line is under study. Scatter
ing problems are potentially more serious in large interferometers than in the 
1.5 meter prototype because of the small angles involved. A stationary interfer
ometer will be constructed to test the effect of scattered light, and the problem 
of light scattering in a large baseline interferometer is being approached both 
analytically and through the development of a Monte Carlo program. 

C.1.3.4 Suspension Research 

The auxiliary tank of the new vacuum system will be used to test suspension 
systems. One goal is to develop a compound system with electronic damping 
to hold a mirror mass as large as one ton. The system is designed to measure 
vibration isolation transfer functions by driving the point of support with an 
electromagnetic shaker. This technique will determine the resonances and second 
order couplings in the candidate suspension design for the prototype and the 
LIGO. Associated with this research is a study of the Q of fiber suspension 
elements as a function of stress. 

Under active development is a servoed magnetic suspension to be used as 
the first stage of a compound isolation system. One of the reasons for this devel
opment is to eliminate the need for high vapor pressure elastomers as acoustic 
noise isolators. 

Research on active suspensions will also be carried out in the auxiliary tank. 
Preliminary work on a single degree of freedom active system was completed 
several years ago. The new development is to use the interferometer mirror 
itself as the inertial reference in such a suspension system. 
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App E 

C.Z The Caltech Prototype Receiver 

Background and Description of the 40-meter Interferometer 

The Gravitational Physics group at Caltech started in 1979 when one of 
the P.I. 's of the present proposal took up a post there. The initial experi
mental work grew out of earlier work on laser-interferometers for 
gravitational-wave detection at the University of Glasgow. Experiments 
began with the construction of 10-meter long Fabry-Perot cavities and the 
development of laser stabilization techniques.25 followed by construction of 
a full prototype laser-interferometer gravitational-wave detector with arms 
40 meters long in a specially designed building. Most of the Caltech experi
mental work has been carried out with the latter instrument, which we now 
describe26 . 

The Caltech prototype antenna (Figure C.2.1) consists of two similar 
40-meter long Fabry-Perot cavities arranged in an L. The cavity mirrors are 
affixed to 10 kg masses suspended by wires; the masses are free to respond 
to impulses fast compared to the one-second pendulum period. Light from 
an argon-ion laser of wavelength 514 nm enters the antenna at the corner 
of the L, where it is split. forming two optical cavities. An incident gravity
wave changes the length of the two arms differently, and alters the optical 
phase difference between the cavities. The phase difference as monitored by 
photodetectors is proportional to the gravity-wave signal. 

The corner vacuum chamber houses three separately suspended 
masses--a large aluminum disc and two identical compact brass cylinders. 
horizontally suspended and capped with planar high-reftectivity mirrors. 
The disc is centered in the vacuum chamber and supports a beam-splitter 
and assorted steering optics. including beam-splitting polarizers and 
quarter-wave plates to deftect the cavity light into photodetectors. Vacuum 
chambers at the ends of the Leach house one mirror-bearing mass similar 
to the corner masses. The end mirror surfaces. ground to a curvature 
radius of 62-meters. are coated for the highest reftectivity currently avail
able. Piezoelectric transducers between the mirrors and masses are used 
to fine tune the cavity length and to calibrate the gravity-wave detector. 

The optical paths between the cavity mirrors are spanned by stainless 
steel pipes of 20 cm diameter (see Figure C.2.2). evacuated to 2 ":'. 10-5 torr. 
well below the vacuum required to eliminate noise from residual gas that 
might be observed with the prototype. Pipe ftanges are joined with metal 
seals. so the pressure can be reduced further by subjecting the entire 
vacuum system to a bakeout. 

In operation. phase sensitive servos keep the two cavities in resonance. 
An electro-optic cell applies phase modulation at radio frequency to the 
light before it enters the cavities. The light reftected directly from the input 
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mirrors has sidebands due to the modulation. but within the narrow ( 200 
Hz) bandwidth cavities the modulation sidebands average to zero The 
phases of the stored and reflected pieces of light incident on the photo
detector are compared. and the difference signal controls the frequency of 
the laser and lengths of the cavities to maintain resonance. 

Low-frequency control of the orientation and longitudinal position of 
the masses is provided by multi-wire suspensions. Mass orientation is moni
tored by 40-meter long optical levers using the cavity mirrors to reflect 
beams from low-power He-Ne lasers onto position-sensitive photodiodes. 
The signals from these photodiodes are attenuated at frequencies below 30 
Hz and fed back to coil-and-magnet transducers near the suspension 
points. fixing the angular degrees of freedom of the masses to within a 
microradian. Longitudinal motion is measured by ground-referred optical 
sensors mounted below each test mass to detect the shadow of the test 
masses in the illumination field of modulated LED's; these sensors are used 
for cold damping of pendulum motion by feedback applied to piezoelectric 
stacks in contact with blocks attached to the tops of the clusters of suspen
sion wires. Additional feedback signals. derived from the interferometer 
output. are applied to the same transducers to maintain optical resonance 
and to provide fine control of the longitudinal position of the test masses. 

Several stages of seismic isolation are used. beginning with isolated 
concrete pads anchored to piles extending approximately five meters below 
floor level before contacting the ground. The vacuum chambers containing 
the masses rest on vibration-damped optical tables. and are isolated from 
the 40-meter pipes by flexible bellows. An additional external layer of isola
tion is kept in reserve: the optical tables rest on commercial air mounts 
which have been tested but found unnecessary at current sensitivity. A 

four-layer stack of alternating lead and rubber inside the vacuum isolates 
against seismic disturbances above the stack's resonance frequency of 
approximately 5 Hz. 

The 40-meter detector was used in March 1983 for a very speculative 
search for gravitational radiation from the millisecond pulsar 27 The 
detector operated continuously for two weeks. integrating the signal in fre
quency bands centered on the pulsar rotation frequency and its first har
monic. Although no signal was detected (and none expected at the sensi
tivity level attained at that time). the experiment demonstrated the versa
tility of interferometric antennae to respond to new types of sources. In the 
ensuing 3.5 years. the sensitivity of the Caltech detector has improved by 
approximately three orders of magnitude. 
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Present Performance 

The first sensitivity goal of the prototype at Caltech is to achieve 
shot-noise limited performance in the region of 1 kHz with high-reftectivity 
mirrors and high laser power. The mirrors now installed (loss per reftection 
= 4 x 1 o-5) give a cavity storage time long enough to exhibit maximum 
sensitivity at all frequencies above 200 Hz. Mirrors with higher reflectivity 
will not be needed until advanced optical schemes (such as light recycling) 
are employed. 

Performance is indicated in Figure C.2.3. which shows the frequency 
spectrum of the noise output of the Caltech prototype interferometer. cali
brated in m/vHz and in strain/vHz. This spectrum was accumulated with 
approximately 3 milliwatts of light incident on each photodiode. The high
power (5 watts single-mode) argon ion lasers now in use allow over two ord
ers of magnitude increase in power. but the noise is independent of power 
above 1 millwatt. where the noise observed above 500 Hz is equal. within a 
factor of two, to the calculated and measured photon counting fluctuation 
(shot noise). The displacement sensitivity between 500 Hz and 3 kHz is 
2 x 10- 17m/vHz. and the strain sensitivity is 5 x 10-19 /v'Hz. 

Improvements Underway 

The source of the noise in excess of shot noise is under investigation. 
Several instrumental and physical effects have been found not to be a 
source of noise. including 

Electronic noise in the amplifiers and photodetectors 

Frequency or intensity noise in the highly stabilized lasers 

Seismic noise 

Ambient acoustic noise in the laboratory 

Noise generated by turbulence in the laser water cooling system 

Thermal noise from low-order resonances in the test masses 

Noise imposed by the mass orientation and position servos 

• Optical feedback, which, if not blocked. can induce parasitic reso
nances 

Noise due to residual gas in the beam pipes or in the vicinity of the 
vacuum chambers 

These and other possible sources of noise are checked routinely. espe
cially whenever improvements are made in overall sensitivity. Also. a series 
of sensitive benchtop measurements indicates that the piezoelectric 
ceramic transducers used for cavity length control are not inherently noisy 
at frequencies of interest. even when low- frequency signals up to one kilo
volt in magnitude (as used when locking the cavity) are applied. 
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The test of seismic isolation. conducted by shaking one of the optical 
tables with a large commercial vibration transducer. revealed that noise 
due to ambient seismic motion at Caltech is at least two orders of magni
tude lower than other noise sources. as indicated in Fig. C.2.3. (The sensi
tivity of the seismic isolation measurement was limited by a small amount 
of acoustic feedthrough, and the isolation is likely even better than dep
icted.) The seismically excited motion of the test masses is independent of 
interferometer length. and scales as background seismicity. ff the present 
seismic isolation system were used in a receiver several kilometers long 
located at one of the remote sites discussed in Section 2.4. where the 
ground is typically ten times quieter. it would be adequate for detection of 
millisecond-bursts with strain amplitudes as small as 10-22 . Improved 
methods of isolation have been designed and tested, and the proposed facil
ities will probably have better isolation than the present prototypes. 
Nevertheless. it is significant that the simple passive isolation used in the 
Caltech prototype is good enough to achieve a sensitivity above 1 kHz sur
passing the prediction for the most advanced detectors discussed in section 
2. and that this extrapolation follows directly from laboratory measure
ments. 

The list of sources of noise that have not yet been ruled out is shorter: 

O Thermal noise in the joints between the test masses and the mirrors 

D Fluctuations in the geometry of the laser beams relative to the test 
masses 

O Noise associated with nonlinear phenomena in optlcal fibers 

The group at the University of Glasgow was the first to recognize the 
relevance to noise performance of the method of bonding mirrors to test 
masses. Experiments done at Caltech suggest large thermal noise from the 
bonding material can couple directly into the mirror displacement. Prelim
inary measurements with a low-loss. hard bonding technique indicate a 
significant reduction in this source of noise. 

The other two items. geometry ftuctuations and optical fiber noise. are 
related because fibers are used to reduce the ftuctuations in the light 
injected into the interferometer. The fiber can itself be a source of noise: 
three mechanisms by which fibers can produce noise have been identified: 
1) By conversion. via slight misalignment. of geometry ftuctuations into 
intensity ftuctuations. This is especially important if the beam geometry 
ftuctuates at the modulation frequency, as has been observed in the light 
following the phase modulator. 2) By nonlinear processes within the fiber. 
such as stimulated Brillouin scattering. 3) By parasitic interferometers 
formed between the fiber ends and other components in the optical chain. 
Arrangements with zero, one. and two (one before and one after the phase 
modulator) fibers have been used. with intensity modulation servos at the 
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fiber input and sensing at the fiber output. resulting m beams with stable 
geometry and constant (within the servo bandwidth) intensity The best 
configuration appears to be one fiber. placed between the laser and the 
phase modulator. As an alternative to fibers. a high-finesse. thermally 
stable frequency reference cavity now under construction can be used as a 
mode cleaner to reduce fluctuations in beam geometry. 

Three lines of investigation. all at advanced stages of development. are 
important for achieving the best performance from UGO-scale detectors. as 
well as for improving the prototype. 

A wavefront sensing technique for automatic alignment of cavities 

Coherent addition of stabilized lasers 

An anti-seismic interferometer to sense motion of the suspension 
points 

The alignment system uses the variation of the phase across the wave
front reflected from the input of the cavity mirrors (a superposition of the 
laser light and light leaking from the resonating cavity) to derive signals for 
controlling the orientation of both test masses. Supplementing the 40-
meter optical levers with this system improves the low frequency stability 
by a factor of 5. 

The addition of stabilized lasers has been demonstrated. though not 
yet used in the detector. The relative phase of the beams from two argon 
ion lasers. incident from orthogonal directions on a 50~ beamsplitter. was 
adjusted to give a low level of light (sensed by an r.f photodiode) out one 
port of the splitter. and the remainder of the incident light out the other 
port. This technique can be extended to add linearly the power from any 
number of lasers. 

The anti-seismic interferometer. a simple one-bounce system now 
under construction. will sense changes in the separation of suspension 
points due to seismic noise that penetrates the isolation or due to thermal 
drift. The interferometer output will be fed back to the suspension points. 
reducing low frequency relative motion of the test masses by a large factor 
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APPENDIX D 
PROTOTYPE RECEIVER RESEARCH IN EUROPE 

D.1 The Max Planck Institute for Quantum Optics 

The 30 meter laser interferometer begun in 1982 at the Max Planck 
became operational this year and incorporates all the improvements that 
the Garching group has developed in the past ten years. The interferome
ter.28 a Michelson delay line. operates with 200 mW of interferometrically 
modulated power and uses 110 mirror passes for an effective optical path of 
3.3 km. The displacement noise of this apparatus is shown in figure 0.1.1. 
One of the innovations in this interferometer is the separate suspension of 
each mirror and the beam splitting mass by wire suspensions to reduce the 
thermal and acoustic noise generated by a complex central mass. They have 
also introduced an optical fiber to clean up the spatial modes of the laser 
beam and have coupled the fiber directly to the beam splitter block to 
minimize the relative motion of the injected beam relative to the inter
ferometer. 

The group has completed a proposal to the Max Planck Society to study 
the design of a long baseline antenna which can achieve a strain sensitivity 
of 10-21 rms at 1 kHz. The present conceptualization of this antenna 
assumes an antenna arm length of 3 km with 0.75 m diameter tubing at a 
pressure of 1 o-6 torr. They are considering an equilateral triangle 
configuration beginning with two sides of the triangle. and in later phases of 
their program to constructing the third side. Their concept is to bury the 
entire apparatus in a 2m high tunnel bermed with 1 meter of earth. 

D.2. The University of Glasgow 

Experimental work on gravitational-wave detection began at Glasgow 
around 1970. with development of wide band resonant bar gravitational
wave detectors by one of the present P.I.'s and colleagues. Extensive coin
cidence pulse29 and cross correlation30 searches were made with a pair of 
detectors, which recorded one possibly interesting pulse signal in two years 
of operation. Efiorts then shifted to development of laser-interferometer 
detectors, initially with a 1-meter prototype detector31 using 
multirefiection Michelson interferometer optics, built with 0.3 ton test 
masses and the isolation and vacuum system of an earlier "divided-bar" 
gravitational-wave detector. Much work on high-Q suspensions and elec
trostatic feedback systems was done. and noise studies revealed the impor
tance of scattering at the multirefiection mirrors. The Fabry-Perot 
gravitational-wave detector system was devised at this point. 32 primarily to 
avoid the scattering problems of delay lines. and the second Glasgow inter
ferometer. with 10-meter Fabry-Perot cavities. was built. 
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The technique of laser stabilization by monitoring the phase of light 
reflected from an optical cavity was devised in this work. and developed 
both at JILA (Colorado) and with this 10-m interferometer Design of test 
masses has gone through three generations with this apparatus. the 
current test masses being simple bronze spheres with inset mirrors sup
ported by 4-wire suspensions from tilting, rotating, and translating control 
blocks driven by electromagnetic and piezoelectric transducers. At the cen
tral station a separately suspended and servo-controlled structure sup
ports the optics for splitting. recombining. and controlling the main beams. 
including Pockets cells. polarizers. position-sensitive photodiodes. and a 
separate "mode-cleaning" optical cavity for reducing geometrical fluctua
tions in the laser beam. The position and direction of the input laser beam 
is controlled by auxiliary servo systems using fast and slow piezo-driven 
mirrors. 

Mirrors with relatively large losses have been mostly used in this inter
ferometer, but good sensitivity has been achieved. 29 A significant improve
ment in performance has been obtained recently by improved bonding of 
the mirrors to the test masses. A recent measurement of displacement 
noise is shown in Figure D.2-1. 

A considerable amount of experimental and theoretical work on active 
seismic isolation techniques has been done at Glasgow (see Section 1.5.2 
and Appendix D). This led to an actively-isolated and servo-stabilized test 
mass at the end of one cavity of the 10-m interferometer. with tilt isolation 
using a freely suspended reference arm. Active seismic isolation has not 
been applied to the other test masses in the system. however. although 
active feedback damping is used for all of the masses. 

Recent work at Glasgow includes development of a laser stabilization 
technique aimed at giving maximum continuous power from a high-power 
argon laser. To avoid the losses and damage experienced with electro
optical devices in the laser cavity a high-speed piezo mirror developed by 
the Orsay group provides first-order stabilization. with subsequent phase 
correction by a Pockets cell outside the laser. Results are encouraging. 33 

There is close collaboration between the Glasgow and the Caltech 
groups. and as the Glasgow interferometer project began several years ear
lier than the Caltech one many of the relevant techniques have been 
developed first there. By concentrating efforts on slightly different aspects 
in the two groups a very beneficial collaboration has been achieved. and. it 
is hoped. will continue. 
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Figure D.1-2. Displacement noise in the 10 meter prototype at Glas
gow University in September 1986 (solid curve). The dotted curve is 
a contour of constant displacement noise, approximately 1x10- 15 

m/v'HZ . The actual noise (solid curve) at 1 kHz is 1x10- 17 m/v'Hz. 
(The raised section of the two curves in the kilohertz region is a 
feature of the present servo system and does not correspond to 
increased displacement noise.) 
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D.3. CNRS / Orsay 

A group at CNRS/Orsay in France is developing high-power lasers and 
associated optics appropriate for use in interferometric gravity wave detec
tors. They have succeeded in injection-locking a low-power phase stabilized 
Argon ion laser to an unstabilized laser. producing 1.5 Watts of single-mode 
light. This technique can be extended to lock several high-power lasers. 
whose outputs can be added coherently before exciting an interferometer. 
Another route to high power under investigation by the Orsay group is the 
development of stabilized solid-state lasers. The group is planning the con
struction of a six-meter prototype gravity wave detector. and is currently 
working to demonstrate optical recycling. 
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APPENDIXE 

CasT AND FEASIBILITY STUDI!S WHICH HAVE mZN CONDUCTED FOR THE UGO 
AND FOR ITS CONCEPTUAL Dl3GN 

The initial study of a full scale laser interferometer gravity-wave detection 
system was undertaken by MIT wtth Stone & Webster, an A & E Orm, and A. D. Llt
tle. the c~nsulti.ng firm. The objective was to establish the feasibility and rough 
cost ot a full scale. 5-km• long system. For the sake of brevtty this is referred to 
as the MIT Study tn subsequent paragraphs. No specific optical configuration 
or experimental strategy was assumed dur~ this study. It was intended to 
serve as a resource base for the development of a more detailed study o! these 
systems. The results have been used by the Caltech/M1T Research Groups to 
develop more detailed cost est.J.mates and implementation strategy. This latter 
etfort was carried out i.n. 1984 and 1985 by a team o! ecgi.neers trom the Ground 
Antenna and Facilities Section or the Jet Propulsion Laboratory operati.oi under 
t.b.e gwdance or the joint Caltech and MIT research groups and a Project 
Man.ager. 

Durin& the past two years we have been building on the material developed 
during the MIT study to further expand the implementation options. Questions 
or construction strategy were reexamined. and a detailed study or candidate 
sites tor antenna construction was completed. To enhance and focus the JPL 
study, a set or Functional Requirements has been 
developed to establlsh a basis tor the system design. A conceptual design tor 
the LIGO facilities was developed that incorporated the functional requtrements. 
and the characteristics of the racility sites. Finally, based on the spectfic con
struction or implementation approaches at the two sites selected. a prelim.lnary 
cost estimate was prepared. This estimate. given in Appendix His beJ.Di used as 
a baseline against which new implementation approaches are measured. 

E.1 llIT Study 

To understand the factors which would dominate the cost and practical 
dH!iculty of designing and constructing a large scale interferometer system. the 
first phase of the study focused on three areas: the vacuum system. mvestigated 
by a group at Arthur D. Little (ADL): construction and installation of the anten
nas and their ancillary facilities. studied by Stone and Webster Engineering; and 
possible sites tor the system. identified and studied in a prelllI:un.ary way by 
Stone and Webster. The results of thls etfort were summarized m "A Study of a 
Long Baseline Gravttational Wave Antenna System",S4 copies of which are avail
able from MIT on request. 

~e sites had not been chosen at ~he ~e of tills study. A reduction ot t..'i.e lengt.h U) 4 km 
was subsequently forced by t..'ie proper..les of the Cher:-ytield site. 
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E.1.1 ADL's Study of the Vacuum System 

The ADL group was asked to design a vacuum system which would operate at 
a pressure or : a-e torr and which could be upgraded later to a pressure or 10-a 
torr The costs which they derived were a function or the vacuum pipe diameter 
and length. 

Aluminum and stainless steel are the two materials suitable tor the vacuum 
pipe Aluminum appeared to have the edge because of lower cost. although it 
was recognized that there ts a smaller expenence base in aluminum vacuum 
systems. A particular trouble was that at that time there were no suitable alumi
num bellows and that aluminum-to-stainless transitions would have to be used 
wherever bellows were reqwred. 

An important result or the ADL Study is that the pipe diameter is not a 
major cost dnver when VJ.ewed in the context of total facility costs. as long as 
industry standard sizes are specttied. For example. an increase i.e. pipe diameter 
trom 24" to 48" results in an approXl!Ilate overall cost increase of only 15 per
cent. 

A pumping strategy consisting of mechanical rough.mi and ion-getter 
pumps was selected as the approach used Ul developi.cg the requ.i.red vacuum. 
The ion pumps are highly reliable, have minimal maintenance reqUirements. and· 
do not cause mechanical vibrations that could a!Tect the measurements being 
made. The roughmg pumps selected are designed to reach pressures of 10-. torr 
before the ion pumps are energized. 

Instrumentation vacuum chambers. in whJ.ch the test masses would be 
mstalled. were also designed. These chambers are sta.inless steel cylinders that 
can be baked at high temperatures to dnve out retained gaseous contaminants 
to allow the system operating pressures to ultimately reach io-e torr. They 
were des1gned to afford complete access to the test masses as well as allow 
qwck access for mmor adjustments. The largest chambers contemplated in this 
study had a diameter of :4'. The instrumentat1on chambers are isolated from 
the main vacuum ptpes by gate valves. 

E.1.2 'lb.e Stone and Webster Study ot Construction Strategies 

Several concepts tor the construction. !llvoLVing both vacuum ptpe diameter 
and length. were studied. Since the sites were not specified. only "genenc" 
costs could be derived. The cost model that was developed i.D.cluded elements 
that were proportional to antenna length and elements that were tndependent or 
length. such as blll.ldmgs, power. and laser cooling. 

Several installation options were studied. The least expensive and highest 
risk idea was to place the insulated vacuum pipe on supports above grade. At a 
somewhat hJ.gher cost. the vacuum ptpe could be protected from the elements 
by enclosing it m a part1ally or completely buried culvert. The most expensive 
approach studied involved the l!Ilplementat1on of the systems in a mine (such as 
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a salt mine, which is dry and constructed m a gnd-like ''room and plllar" 
arrangement). The consideration ot this latter approach was dropped when the 
potential cost became apparent, altho!Jih this implementation would of!er a 
benign environment to the type ot instrumentation proposed tor the LIGO. 

E.1.3 1b.e Stone and Webster Site Sun'ey 

The purpose or th.ls preliminary site survey was not to pick the actual loca
tions for an antenna mstallat1on. but rather to identify the criteria tor swtable 
sites and to produce a list or places With those attributes. Because ot its prellm
i.nary nature. no site visits were included in the study. For surface sites. the 
desirable critena included: tlat topography. low number ot roads and houses. 
accessibility to labor. transportation. power and water, remoteness from anthro
pogenic sources or vibration and noise. and low probability ot large seismic 
events. 

The list of possible sites concentrated on developed tacilities owned by 
governmental agencies, such as national laboratories and military bases, i.n the 
hope that it would be easier to gain access and take advantage ot pre-ex:isting 
shops and power distribution systems. Over a dozen potential sites were 
identified during this survey. i.ncludin& one ot the prime sites, Edwards Air Force 
Fi.ight Test Center. California. and the two principal backups, tb.e Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory, near Idaho Falls. and the NA.SA Deep Space Network 
Facility (Goldstone) at Fort lrwm.. Caillorru.a. 

The survey or mines disclosed a number that could hold a small antenna 
system. but none that were adequate tor the required 5-kllometer length. some 
investigation was made ot the possibility ot extending the tunnels in these 
mines. but the attendant costs would have been dimcult to predict. and the rate 
at wbJ.ch the mine face can be extended is quite slow. For this reason. we deter
mined that there were co suitable mine sites available for this program. 

E.2 The PreJimjnary Benchmark Design 

On the basis or the work by the industrial consultants. the Caltech and MIT 
Team prepared a "strawman" design tor presentation to the NSF Advisory Com
mittee tor Physics and to the GraVitation and Cosmology Subcomnuttee of the 
NAS Physics Survey m the fall and wmter of 1983-1984. It appeared prodent to 
recommend a below ground culvert type i.nstallation smce the antenc.a would be 
subject to much less disturbance from temperature tluctuations. sunlight. Wind, 
rain, and vandalism. and would m turn have less impact on the envtrocment. 
The arm len&th was fixed at 5-kilometers as the longest a.t!ordable. although 
sc1eo.titlc considerations would argue for a longer antenna. The site had not 
been chosen at this time. The present length of 4 km. is dete!"trl.l.Iled by the pro
perties ot the Cherryfield site. The pipe diameter was chosen to be 48 inches, 
the largest size compatible with commercially available vacuum equipment. The 
decision to use 48 i.nch pipe was based on several factors: it gives the most tleXl.
bility for multiple use or the vacuum installation; it has adequate leeway i.n 
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alignment; and it is sufficiently large not to preclude the use of Nd:YAG or other 
lasers W1th longer wavelengths tban the Argon lasers currently in use in the 
existJ.ng small scale prototypes at Caltech and MIT. 

Tb.ls prelirrunary benchmark design was estimated to cost approXJ.m.ately 
S56 MilHon (m 1982) dollars for the permanent facilities and the tirst two 
receivers. Almost all of the estunated cost was for the two facilities. the cost of 
the receivers being small in comparison. 

E.3 The JPL Study and the Present Conceptual Design 

While the MIT study established the overall costs ot many of the elements of 
a full scale system, it did not fix the design. In addition. research and develop
ment etrorts being conducted by the Gravtty Wave Groups at Caltech and MIT 
resulted i.n reqwrements that were not addressed in detail in the MlT Study. As a 
result a work order to JPL was issued to expand upon the earlier feasibility study 
and to investigate the potential sites that were located duritli the MlT Study so 
that the facility costs could be reestimated. These activities, betng conducted 
by JPL. are under the cognizance of the Project Ot!ice at Caltech. 

JPL was asked to study the implementation approaches and costs of a 
variety of UGO concepts. Atter considerable study a set of reqUirements was 
established for further studies. The ftrst of these was that each facility of the 
UGO be J.Oitially capable of supporting two separate. non-mteracting experi
ments. Furthermore, the facilities should be designed in such a ma..o.ner th.at 
they can be easily upgraded without requiring major moc:titlcations or expense to 
accommodate additional experiments. The motivation for this requirement ts 
that one should plan at the outset to be able to simultaneously observe With one 
experiment wh.tle developi.ng the next generation receivers as well ultimately to 
have the capabtlity tor multiple searches. In later phases of graVitational wave 
astronomy, it is anticipated that research groups at Caltech. M1T. and other 
institutions would want to carry out a number of specialized searches and obser
vations using the UGO facilities. 

A second requirement is that the facilities be able to operate interferome
ters of dit!ereot lengths simultaneously in order to improve the re1ection ot local 
noise and to give the facilities the capability to carry out specific observations. 

A third reqwrement ts to design the facilities to achJ.eve a pressure or :o-e 
torr at the outset. Th.ls is driven in part by the expectation that receiver sens1-
t1V1ty will improve rapidly. Another consideration is that the acceptance tests of 
the vacuum subsystem should prove that the system is capable of attairung thJ.s 
pressure. 

Beyond exam.i.n.ing the unpact of these suggestions for the vacuum system 
design. it was deemed worthwhJ.le to reexamine the whole system cost Th.ls 
et!ort included a critical study of some of the important cost-drivers. such as 
the covered installation of the system, the vacuum pipes and some facility 
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elements not addressed by the MIT Study. 

The outputs of the JPL Study are described in the accompanying docu
ment. LICO Design and Pro1ect Plans. 
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APPENDIX F 
llEKORANDUJl OF UNDERSTANDING BE'IW£EN CALTECH AND llIT 

In November : 984 the Ad.rrurustrat1ons of the Callforrua Institute of Tecb.aol
ogy and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology agreed to the followmg 
memorandum of understanding for the JOLnt research and development program 
that underlies th.ls proposal: 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN CALTECH AND MIT ON A 
JOINT PROJECT TO CARRY OUT GRA VlTATIONAL WA VE RESEARCH 

l. The Califorrua lnst1tute of Technology (Caltech) and the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology (MJT) hereby agree to establish a jomt research program 
to detect cosmic gravttational radiation and use it for research tn physics 
and astronomy. nus document states the agreed upon principles for this 
joint enterprise. 

2. Tb.e gravttatJ.onal wave research program mvolves tb.ree main types of 
apparatus: gravitational wave receivers. the vacuum facilities which house 
the receivers. and prototypes tor the receivers. 

a) The vacuum facilities Will consist ot large vacuum systems. buildinis 
and other equipment to be agreed upon. located at two sites separated by 
roughly 1000 kilometers or more. Each vacuum facility will be designed to 
support several receiver elements sunultaneously 

b) Each receiver element wlll consist of a laser mtederometer which moni
tors the separation of freely suspended masses that are perturbed by a 
passing gravitational wave 

c) Prototype receivers are laser mterterometer systems used in design 
studies and proof of concept for the development of future receiver ele
ments. 

Caltech and M1T hereby agree ( 1) jomtly to design. construct and operate 
the vacuum facllities; (2) jomtly to design and construct at least two 
receiver elements, one to be installed at each site; (3) ;omtly to carry out a 
search for gravitational radiation using these rece1ver elements. It ts 
further agreed that ( 4) the construction and experimentation on proto
types will be carried out independently by Caltech and MJT. but wtth close 
commurucat1on between the two research groups; (5) Caltech and MIT are 
both free independently to design. construct. and operate additional 
receiver elements in the vacuum facilities wtth the proruo that the addi
tional receiver elements do not sigmtkantly compromise the development 
and performance ot the joi.nt receiver elements and their observations, 
which Will have the highest priority. 

3. Proposals tor funding the design. construction. operation. and enhancement 
of the vacuum tactlities and jomt receiver elements will be submitted jointly 
by Caltech and MIT to the National Science Foundat1on. Proposals for sup
port of the gravity research groups of the two inst1tut1ons wtll be submitted 
independently by Caltech and MIT. 
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4. The management structure for the joint work wtll be as follows: 
a) All matters of sc1ent1fl.c and fiscal policy wtll be decided by the 

members of the gravity research groups of the two LDStltutions wtth final 
responsibility and authority tn the hands of a Steertng Committee. The 
Steering Committee will consist of three members: the two Co-Principal 
Investigators Ronald W. P Drever and Rainer Weiss. and Kip S. Thorne. The 
Steering Comrmttee will appoint one of its members as Chairman. The 
Steering Comnutt.ee will endeavor to reach all dec1sions by consensus. In 
the event that a consensus cannot be reached. an issue will be decided by 
majonty vote. 

b) The Steenng Committee wtll appoint a Principal Scientist tor Jomt Con· 
struction. who will act on its behal! on a day to day basis tor the design and 
construction of the vacuum facilities and the construction of the joint 
receivers. Th.ts Principal Sc1ent1st does not have the power ot decision on 
major issues. which must be brought to the Steerl!lg Committee. The 
choice and role of th.ls Pnncipal Scientist will be reconsidered at the time of 
the decision on the conceptual design of the jomt receivers. 

c) The Steeri.Di Comm.J.ttee will appoint a Principal Scientist for Expen
mental Techmques and Pla.nning. This Principal Scientist will have tb.e 
responsibility to develop. coordinate and propose plans for: experimental 
strategies and tecb.nlques. and conceptual desi.gns ot joint receiver ele
ments. He also will act as a resource tor the scientists and encourage 
cooperation on related research. This Prmc1pal Scientist does not have the 
power of decision on major issues. wbJ.ch must be brought to the Steering 
Committee. The choice and role of thl.s Princ1pal Scientist will be recon
sidered at the time of the decision on the conceptual design of the JOlnt 
receivers. 

d) The design and construction of the vacuum factlities and construction 
of the jomt receiver elements will be managed by a Pro;ect Manager. The 
Project Manager is responsible to the Steering Comilllttee but interacts on 
a day to day basis wtth the Prmc1pal Scientist for Joint Construction. The 
Project Manager wtll be a nonvoting observer at Steering Comm.lttee Meet-
1.ngs. W1th the exception o! executive sessions. 

e) Certain portions of the jomt project. by agreement of the members of 
the two gravity research groups. wi.ll be selected to be respons1bU1t1es of 
individual group members. 

t) The President of each i.nstltution wtll designate a cogruzant admullstra
tive contact, who wtll have responsibility for any Lnst1tut1onal comnutments 
and mter1nstitutlonal relat1ons connected wtth th.Ls agreement. 

5. Alter their construction. the vacuum !acllities wtll be operated and main
tained jotntly by Caltech and MIT. Decisions concerning the allocation of 
space and tune in the facilities to scientists at Caltech. MIT or other inst1tu
t1ons wtll be made by the Steering Commtttee. 
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6 Ail non-revtew-art1cle publ1cat1ons descrtbm.g the jomt gravtty-wave 
searches w1ll be co-authored by all the sc1ent1sts of both gravity research 
groups. 
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